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ABSTRACT

Yuldashev, Renat
Nonlinear Analysis and Synthesis of Phase-Locked Loops
Saint Petersburg: Saint Petersburg State University, 2013, 36 p.(+included articles)
Saint Petersburg State University Studies in Mathematics, Vol. 1
ISBN 978-5-288-05424-2, ISSN 2308-3476

In the modern science and technology, devices that automatically adjust the fre-
quency of quasiperiodic processes to achieve a certain phase relationships be-
tween them are very important. Examples of such devices are electric generators
and motors, synchrophasotrons, and artificial cardiac pacemakers.

In electronic systems, similar problems of automatic frequency adjustment
are encountered in radiolocation, telecommunication, computer architecture, nav-
igation, and other like systems. One of the technical solutions used in the context
of these problems is to utilise a phase-locked loop (PLL).

The widespread applications of PLL called for the development of rigor-
ous mathematical models in the phase-frequency space for different waveforms
of high-frequency signals. Towards this end, in the present study, several con-
ditions that enable high-frequency signals have been formulated. Also, methods
of asymptotic analysis for the signals with discontinuous waveforms have been
developed. The main result of the study is the development of formulas for the
characteristics of the phase detector (PD) for a PLL and for a PLL system with
a squarer that allow one to derive differential equations for the circuits of that
kind. Also, in the case of typical signal waveforms, a table of PD characteris-
tics has been created. Moreover, the asymptotic equivalence between the phase-
frequency model and the signal space model has been rigorously established.
One of the major approaches to the study of a PLL in the modern engineering
literature is numerical modeling. This approach is usually very time-consuming
because of the high frequencies (up to 10Ghz) of the signals involved. Therefore,
the discretization step has to be chosen sufficiently small for a clear observation
of the dynamics of non-linear elements of a PLL. This makes the full modeling of
a PLL in the signal space almost impossible for the high-frequency signals.

In this work, a new approach to overcoming this obstacle is proposed. The
approach is based on the transition from PLL models on the level of electronic re-
alization to asymptotically equivalent PLL models in the phase-frequency space.
This makes it possible using a large discretization step, which reduces the time
of numerical analysis by hundred-fold. The theoretical results developed in this
study are in full agreement with the results of modeling PLL and PLL system
with a squarer in the signal and the phase-frequency spaces.

The results of the study have been published in 22 papers (8 of which are
indexed in Scopus)

Keywords: phase-locked loop, phase detector, characteristic, pll with squarer
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Intellectual merit

A PLL is a classic control system widely used in telecommunication (Wendt and
Fredentall, 1943; Richman, 1954; Gardner, 1966; Lindsey, 1972; Bullock, 2000; Man-
assewitsch, 2005) and computer architecture (Kung, 1988; Smith, 1999; Gardner
et al., 1993; Simpson, 1944; Lapsley et al., 1997; Buchanan and Wilson, 2001; Xan-
thopoulos et al., 2001; Wainner and Richmond, 2003; Bindal et al., 2003; Young,
2004; Shu and Sanchez-Sinencio, 2005). It was invented by a French engineer
Anri de Bellescize in the 1930s (Bellescize, 1932). After that, intensive studies of
PLL were carried out (Lindsey, 1972; Fines and Aghvami, 1991; Djordjevic et al.,
1998; Djordjevic and Stefanovic, 1999; Tomasi, 2001; Best, 2007; Couch, 2007). Fol-
lowing paper PIII, note that one of the first applications of PLL was in the wire-
less communication. In radioengineering, PLL-based circuits (e.g., a PLL sys-
tem with a squarer and Costas loop) are used for demodulation, carrier recov-
ery, and frequency synthesis (Costas, 1962; Miyazaki et al., 1991; Fines and Agh-
vami, 1991; Fiocchi et al., 1999; Bullock, 2000; Kaplan and Hegarty, 2006; Tomkins
et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010). Although a PLL is inherently a nonlinear circuit, in
the modern literature, the main approaches to its analysis are based on the use
of simplified linear models (Viterbi, 1966; Shakhgil’dyan and Lyakhovkin, 1972;
Gardner, 1993; Egan, 2000; Best, 2003; Shu and Sanchez-Sinencio, 2005; Tretter,
2007)), the methods of linear analysis (Gardner, 1993; Egan, 2000; Best, 2003), em-
pirical rules, and numerical simulation on the level of electronic realization (see
a plenary lecture of D. Abramovitch at the 2002 American Control Conference
(Abramovitch, 2002)). However it is known that the application of linearization
methods and linear analysis for control systems can lead to untrue results and,
therefore, requires special justifications (Kuznetsov and Leonov, 2001; Leonov
et al., 2010d,b,a,b; Kuznetsov et al., 2010; Bragin et al., 2010; Leonov et al., 2011b;
Leonov and Kuznetsov, 2011; Kuznetsov et al., 2011b,a,c; Leonov et al., 2011c;
Bragin et al., 2011; Leonov et al., 2011a; Leonov and Kuznetsov, 2012; Leonov
et al., 2012; Kiseleva et al., 2012; Andrievsky et al., 2012; Leonov G. A., 2013a;
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Leonov and Kuznetsov, 2013; Kuznetsov et al., 2013; Leonov G. A., 2013b). A
rigorous mathematical analysis of PLL models is often a very challenging task
(Suarez and Quere, 2003; Margaris, 2004; Benarjee, 2006; Feely, 2007; Banerjee
and Sarkar, 2008; Feely et al., 2012), so for the analysis of a nonlinear PLL a nu-
merical simulation is often used (see, e.g., (Lai et al., 2005; Best, 2007)). How-
ever, in the context of high-frequency signals, complete numerical simulation of
PLL-based circuit on the level of electronic realization (in the signal/time space),
which is described by a nonlinear non-autonomous system of differential equa-
tions, is a very challenging task. Here, it is necessary to observe simultaneously
“very fast time scale of the input signals” and “slow time scale of signal’s phases”
(Abramovitch, 2008a,b). Therefore, a relatively small discretization step in the
simulation procedure does not allow one to consider phase locking processes for
the high-frequency signals (up to 10Ghz) in a reasonable time period.

1.2 Goal of the work

The goals of this work include:

– derivation and justification of nonlinear models for the classic PLL and a
PLL system with a squarer in the phase-frequency space;

– computing the phase detector characteristic for various types of signal wave-
forms;

– developing an efficient numerical simulation method for the classic PLL and
a PLL system with a squarer.

1.3 Methods of investigation

In this work, an approach enabling the development of adequate mathematical
models of PLLs is considered. The main idea can be traced back to the works
(Viterbi, 1966; Gardner, 1966; Lindsey, 1972), carried out in the context of sinu-
soidal and square-wave signals only, and it consists in the construction of special
nonlinear models of PLL circuits in the phase-frequency space. This approach
requires a mathematical description of the circuit components and a proof of the
reliability of the considered model (Leonov et al., 2006; Kudrewicz and Wasow-
icz, 2007b; Kuznetsov et al., 2008; Kuznetsov, 2008; Leonov et al., 2009; Kuznetsov
et al., 2009b; Leonov et al., 2010c). This new approach, extended to a broader class
of signals, requires a mathematical description of the circuit components and a
proof of the reliability of the considered model.

In addition, the asymptotic analysis of high-frequency oscillations, the aver-
aging method (Krylov and Bogolubov, 1947; Mitropolsky and Bogolubov, 1961),
and numerical simulation methods are used to create PLL models for various
non-sinusoidal signal waveforms.
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1.4 The main results

– Nonlinear mathematical models of the classic PLL with piecewise-differen-
tiable waveforms have been constructed (see papers PI,PII,PIV-PVIII);

– Nonlinear mathematical models of a PLL system with a squarer in the case
of piecewise-differentiable waveforms have been derived (see paper PVII);

– An effective method of numerical simulation of a PLL has been developed
(see paper PIII).

1.5 Adequacy of the results

The characteristics of a phase detector obtained in this work are in line with the
well-known characteristics for the sinusoidal and square waveforms. All main re-
sults are rigorously proved (see proofs of the theorems in PI and PV). PLL mod-
els in the phase-frequency domain are justified using the averaging method by
Krylov-Bogolyubov. Numerical simulation confirms the adequacy of the derived
models.

1.6 Novelty

In this work, for the first time, two different approaches had been used jointly:
nonlinear analysis of PLL models (Saint-Petersburg State University) and effec-
tive numerical analysis of dynamical systems (University of Jyväskylä). This
made it possible to create an analytical method for calculating the characteristics
of the phase detector (multiplier/mixer), to build a mathematical model of a PLL
for various non-sinusoidal signal waveforms, and propose an effective method
for numerical simulation of the classic PLL and a PLL system with a squarer.

1.7 Practicability

The obtained results allow one to calculate the phase detector characteristics and
can be used to analyze the stability of PLL-based circuits. Obtained PLL models
can significantly reduce time required for numerical simulation and allow one to
determine such important features of the systems involved as pull-in range, pull-
out range, and other properties, thereby, significantly reducing time needed for
the development of PLL-based circuits and their analysis.

A practical application of the obtained results is presented in Patents AX–
AXIV.
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1.8 Appraisal of the work and publications

The results of this work were presented at a plenary lecture at an international
conference Dynamical Systems and Applications (Kiev, Ukrane – 2012), IEEE in-
ternational Congress on Ultra Modern Telecommunications and Control Systems
and Workshops (St.Petersburg, Russia – 2012), at regular lectures at IEEE 4th In-
ternational Conference on Nonlinear Science and Complexity (Budapest, Hun-
gary – 2012), 9th International Conference on Informatics in Control, Automa-
tion and Robotics (Rome, Italy – 2012), IEEE 10-th International Symposium on
Signals, Circuits and Systems (Iasi, Romania – 2011), 8th International Confer-
ence on Informatics in Control, Automation and Robotics (Noordwijkerhout, The
Netherlands – 2011), 4th IFAC Workshop on Periodic Control System (Antalya,
Turkey – 2010), International Workshop “Mathematical and Numerical Modeling
in Science and Technology” (Jyväskylä, Finland – 2010); at the seminars of the
Department of Applied Cybernetics (St. Petersburg State University, Faculty of
Mathematics and Mechanics) and at the seminars of the Department of Mathe-
matical Information Technology (University of Jyväskylä, Finland).

The results of this work appeared in 22 publications (8 in Scopus database,
4 patents) The main content of this work can be found in the included articles PI-
PVIII. In articles PI-PV and PVII-PVIII co-authors formulated the problems, the
author formulated and proved the theorems. In article PVI co-authors formulated
the problems and proved the theorems for a Costas loop, the author formulated
the problems and proved the theorems for a PLL.

Also, the material of the dissertation is presented in (Yuldashev, 2012, 2013a)
and its extended version is in preparation in (Yuldashev, 2013b).



2 THE MAIN CONTENT 

2.1 Asymptotic equivalence of PLL models 

Consider the b lock d iagram of the classic PLL on the level of electronic realization 
(signal space) shown in Fig. 1 

REF Filter 

vco 

FIGURE 1 Block diagram of classical phase-locked loop on the level of electronic real
ization 

The diagram comprise the following blocks (Boensel, 1967; Best, 2003; Kroupa, 
2003): a multiplier used as the phase detector (PD), a low-pass linear filter, and a 
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The phase detector compares the phase of an 
input signal against the phase of the VCO signal; the output of the PD is the mea
sure of the phase error between its two inputs. The error voltage is then filtered 
by the loop filter, whose control output is applied to the VCO by changing its 
frequency in the direction that reduces the phase error between the input signal 
and the VCO. 

To carry out a rigorous mathematical analysis of a PLL, it is necessary to con
sider PLL models in the signal and phase-frequency spaces (Leonov and Seledzhi, 
2002; Abramovitch, 2002; Leonov, 2006; Kuznetsov et al., 2009a), and PVI. For 
constructing an adequate nonlinear mathematical model of a PLL in the phase
frequency space, it is necessary to find characteristic of the PD (Shakhgil' d yan 
and Lyakhovkin, 1972; Lindsey, 1972; Lindsey and Simon, 1973; Best, 2007). 

Consider the block-diagram shown in Fig. 2. 
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JI(tf (t)t@ ff(e1(t))f2(tf(t)ll Filter ~ 

rf 2(B2(t)) 

FIGURE 2 Multiplier and filter 

Here VCO is a tunable voltage-control oscillator which generates high-frequ
ency oscillations J2 (lP(t)). The product J1 (e1 (t))J2 (fP(t)) enters the linear low 
pass filter and g(t) is the output of the filter. 

Suppose that the waveforms f 1'2 (e) are 2rr- periodic piecewise differen
tiable functions. Also, let us assume that the phases e1,2(t) are smooth, mono
tonically increasing functions with the derivatives (frequencies) satisfying the in
equalities 

OP(r) 2 Wmin >> 1, p = 1, 2, (1) 

where Wmin is a fixed positive number. Note that in the modem devices, oscilla
tors can reach frequencies up to tens of gigahertz. 

Consider the block diagram shown in Fig. 3. 

FIGURE 3 Phase detector and filter 

Here, the PD is a nonlinear block w ith the characteristic q>(e). The phases 
e1,2(t) are PD block inputs, and the output is the function q>(e1(t) - e2 (t)). The 
PD characteristic q>( e) depends on waveforms of the input signals. Impulse re
sponse functions and initial conditions of the filters in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 coincide. 

Definition. The block diagrams shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are called asymp
totically equivalent, if for a large fixed time interval [O, T] the following relation 
holds 

G(t) - g(t) = 0(6), 6 = 6(wmin) , Vt E [O, T], (2) 

where 6(wmin) ---+ 0 as Wmin ---+ oo. 
The notion of asymptotic equivalence allows one to pass from the analysis 

of the signal space PLL models to the analysis of the phase-frequency domain 
PLL models (Fig. 4) 

The equivalence of the block-diagrams shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 was demon
stated by Viterbi and Gardner (Viterbi, 1966; Gardner, 1966), yet only for the si
nusoidal signals and w ithout a formal justification. The first mathematically rig
orous conditions of high-frequency signals and proof of the asymptotic equiva
lence of the block-diagrams in the case of the sinusoidal and square-wave signals 
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f l(()l(t))J1(fJ1(t)) rp(()I (t) fJ1(t)) 

g(t) 
fJ1(t) 

G(t) 

FIGURE 4 Asymptotic equivalence of PLL model on the level of electronic realization 
and phase-frequency domain PLL model 

were presented in (Leonov and Seledzhi, 2005). It should be noted that for the 
sinusoidal signals the PD characteristic is also sinusoidal, while for the square 
waveform signal the PD characteristic is a continuous piecewise-linear function. 

In this work, an effective analytical method for computing the characteristic 
of the multiplier-mixer of the phase detector is proposed. For various waveforms 
of high-frequency signals, including non-sinusoidal waveforms widely used in 
practice (Henning, 1981; Fiocchi et al., 1999), new classes of phase-detector char
acteristics are obtained, and a dynamical model of a PLL is constructed. 

2.2 The basic assumptions 

Following the works (Leonov et al., 1992; Leonov and Seledzhi, 2005; Leonov and 
Seledghi, 2005; Kuznetsov et al., 2008; Leonov, 2008; Leonov et al., 2009, 2010c), 
PI- PIV, AI, and AVI-AIX we assume that the following conditions hold true: 

aP oo 

JP(O) = _Q_ + L (af cos(W) +bf sin(ie)), p = 1,2, 
2 i=l 
n 

ag = ~ j f P(x)dx, (3) 
-n 

n n 

af = ~ j f P(x) cos(ix)dx, bf = ~ j f P(x) sin(ix)dx, i EN. 
-n -n 

The relationship between the input s ( t) and the output cr(t) of the linear filter is 
as follows: 

t 

1jJ(t) = «o(t) + j 1(t - r)s(r)dr, 
0 

(4) 
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where a0(t) is an exponentially damped function, linearly dependent on the ini-
tial state of the filter at t = 0, g(t) is an impulse response function of the linear fil-
ter. Furthermore, we assume that g(t) is a differentiable function with a bounded
derivative. From equation (4) one can obtain g(t)

g(t) = a0(t) +

tZ

0

g(t � t) f
1�q1(t)

�
f

2�q2(t)
�
dt. (5)

Let us assume that difference between frequencies is uniformly bounded
��q̇1(t) � q̇2(t)

��  Dw, 8t 2 [0, T], (6)

where Dw is a constant.
We split the interval [0, T] into the intervals of length d

d =
1p

w
min

. (7)

Let us assume that

|q̇p(t) � q̇p(t)|  DW, p = 1, 2, |t � t|  d, 8t, t 2 [0, T], (8)

where DW does not depend on t and t. Conditions (6)–(8) imply that the func-
tions q̇p(t) are almost constant and the functions f

p(qp(t)) are rapidly oscillating
within small intervals [t, t + d]. The boundedness of the derivative of g(t) implies
that there exists a constant C, such that

|g(t) � g(t)|  Cd, |t � t|  d, 8t, t 2 [0, T]. (9)

2.3 Phase detector characteristics of PLL

The following theorem was formulated for various types of signal waveforms in
papers PI–PVII

Theorem 1. Let conditions (1), (3), (6) – (9) be satisfied. Then the systems
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are asymptotically equivalent, where

j(q) =
a

1
0a

2
0

4
+

1
2

•

Â
l=1

✓
(a

1
l
a

2
l
+ b

1
l
b

2
l
) cos(lq) + (a

1
l
b

2
l
� b

1
l
a

2
l
) sin(lq)

◆
. (10)

See included papers PII, PIV for the full proof.
Theorem 1 allows one to compute the phase detector characteristic for the

following typical signals shown in the table below. To the left, the waveforms
f

1,2(q) of the input signals are shown; depicted to the right are the corresponding
PD characteristics j(q).



waveforms, f 1,i(e) 

J.gr\/\11 
J.5 
-1 '-----"'-----"----'-----'---'----'-----'--' 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

f 112 (e) = sign(sin(e)) 

J.gflIITLI 
J.5 
-1 '-----"----'----'-----'----'----'-----'---' 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

00 

f 112 (e) = !2 n~l (2n ~l)2 cos ( (2n - l)e) 

J.g~ 
J.5 
-1 '-----"'-----"----'----'---'-----'-----'--' 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

00 

f 1
'
2 (e) = -~ L: *sin (ne) 

n=l 

J.g0?11 
J.5 
-1 ----'-----'-----'----'----'-----'-----'---' 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

f (e) = sin(e), 
f 2 (e) = signsin(e), 
rp(e) = ~ cos(e) 

JI (8) 
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charactersitics, <p( e) 
rp(e) = ! cos(e) 

) .g~ 
) .5 
-1 '--'-----"'-----"----'----'-----'-----'---' 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

rp(e) = !2 n~l (2n~1)2 cos ((2n - l )e) 

) .g~ 
) .5 
-1 '-------'-----'----'----'-----'-----'--' 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

00 

rp(e) = ~ n~l (2n~1)4 cos ((2n - l )e) 

) .g~ 
) .5 
-1 '--'-----"'-----"----'----'-----'-----'---' 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

00 

rp(e) = ~ L: 1i cos (ne) 
n n=l n 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

12:.~ffil] -o:i o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
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00 

f 1(e) = ! 2 n~l (2n ~1)2 cos ((2n - l )e), 
f 2 (e) = sin(e), 
cp( e) = fi sin( e) 

/
1 (BJ 

f':.f [QSZ] -o:i o 2 4 6 s 10 12 14 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
00 

f 1(e) = -~ L: ~ sin (ne), 
n= l 

f 2 (e) = sign sin(e), 
cp(e) __ 4 f cos((2n- 1)8) 

- 7f'I n=l (2n - 1)2 

/
1 (BJ 

f':.f[[[[[] -o:i o 2 4 6 s 10 12 14 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
00 

f 1(e) = -~ L: ~ sin (ne) 
n= l 
00 

f 2 (e) = ! 2 n~l (2n ~1)2 cos ((2n - l )e) 

cp(e) = _ __§__ ~ sin((2n- 1)8) 
n3 w (2n - 1)3 

n=l 

J I (BJ 

/
2

(;~ -0~~ 
-0.5 

-1 .____.____.____.____.___.___.__........__. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 



00 

f 1(e) = !2 n~l (2n~1)2 cos ((2n - l)e) 

f 2 (e) = signsin(e), 
m(e) _ 16 ~ sin((2n-1)8) 
.,, - 7P w (2n-1)3 

n=l 

11 (()) 

f':.f [Il]] -o:i o 2 4 6 s 10 12 14 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

2.4 Phase detector characteristics of PLL with squarer 
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Consider the block diagram of a PLL system with a squarer (see, e.g., (Hershey 
et al., 2002; Goradia et al., 1990), and PVIII) on the level of electronic realization 
shown in Fig. 5. 

~-~J•((Jl(t)l f ' ((Jl{t))J2(fP(t)) . 
de filter Filter 

(f1(rJl(t)))2 l g(t) 
m(t)f1(B

1
(t)) squarer J2(fP(t)) I VCO I 

FIGURE 5 PLL with squarer on the level of electronic realization 

This circuit is used for the carrier recovery during the data transfer (see, 
e.g., (Lindsey and Simon, 1973)). The circuit consists of the following blocks: 
a multiplier used as the phase detector (PD), a low-pass linear filter, a voltage
con trolled oscillator (VCO), and a squarer. Here m(t) = ±1 is the transmitted 
data, and f 1(t) = f 1(e1(t)) is the carrier. The VCO generates the signal f 2 (t) = 
f 2(e2 (t)). The squarer multip lies the input signal by itself and the subsequent 
filter erases the DC offset (Best, 2007) 

Consequen tly, the data signal m(t) does not affect the tunable oscillator frequency. 

Let us consider the block-diagram in Fig. 6 
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FIGURE 6 PLL with squarer 

From equation (4) it follows that 

(12) 

Theorem 2. Let conditions (1), (3), (6)- (9) be satisfied . Then the systems in Fig. 6 
and Fig. 3 are asymptotically equivalent, where 

rp(e) = ! 
1
g

1 
( (Afar+ Bf bf) cos(Ie ) + (Af bf - Bfaf) sin(Ie)), 

00 

Af =! L: (a~(a~+1 +a~_1 ) + b~(bm+k + b~_k)), 
m=l 

00 

B[ = ! L (a~(b~+l - b~_1 ) - b~(am+k + a~-k)). 
m=l 

For the full proof, see paper PIX. 

(13) 

Phase detector characteristic of PLL with squarer for standard signal wave
forms. 

f (e) = sin(e), f (e) = sin(2e), rp(e) = - 4 sin(2e) 

/ 1 (8) 

12
:.f FJSllj] -o:i o 2 4 6 s 10 12 14 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 



00 

f 1(e) = ! 2 n~l (2n ~1)2 cos ((2n - l )e), 
00 00 

f 2 (e) = fi n~l (2n ~1)2 cos ((4n - 2)e), cp (e) = ~ n~l (4n~2)4 cos ((4n - 2)e) 

1 1 (8) 

-00 4 .____..__.___.___.__ ......................... _. 
12 

(8)1/WfiA -00.2 

-0~~ . 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

00 00 

f 1
'
2 (e) = -* L: * sin (ne), cp(e) = -~ L: ~ sin (ne) 

n= l n= l 

11 (8) 

12

:.f 021J :~:~o 2 4 6 s 10 1214 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

f 1(e) = sin(e), f 2 (e) = sign sin(2e), cp(e) = - -tr sin(2e) 

11 (8) 

1
_:.f UIIIIlill -0:io 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

00 

f 1(e) = ~ L: (2n ~l)2 cos ((2n - l )e) 
n= l 

f 2 (e) = sin(2e), cp(e) = - fi sin(2e) 

11 (8) 

12
:.f FJSjj/jj] -o:i o 2 4 6 s 10 12 14 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
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2.5 Differential equations of phase-lock loop

Let us consider a system of differential equations for a PLL on the level of elec-
tronic realization and in the phase-frequency domain (see papers PVI and PIII).
From a mathematical point of view, a linear low-pass filter can be described by
the system of linear differential equations

dx

dt
= Ax + bx(t), y(t) = c

⇤
x, (14)

a solution of which takes the form

g(t � t) = c
⇤
e

A(t�t)
b, a0(t) = c

⇤
e

At
x0. (15)

The model of a tunable generator is usually assumed to be a linear one (Viterbi,
1966; Stensby, 1997; Kroupa, 2003; Best, 2007):

q̇2 = w2
f ree

+ Lc
⇤
x(t), (16)

where w2
f ree

is a free-running frequency of tunable generator and L is the oscil-
lator’s gain. Here, it is also possible to use nonlinear models of VCO; see, e.g.,
(Demir et al., 2000)

ẋ = Ax + b f
1(q1(t)) f

2(q2(t)),

q̇2 = w2
f ree

+ Lc
⇤
x.

(17)

Suppose that the frequency of the master generator is constant q̇1(t) ⌘ w1. Let us
denote

q(t) = q2(t) � w1
t. (18)

Then
ẋ = Ax + b f

1(w1
t) f

2(q + w1
t),

q̇ = w2
f ree

� w1 + Lc
⇤
x.

(19)

For the classic PLL and PLL system with a squarer, system (19) is nonautonomous,
thereby, being difficult for investigation (Margaris, 2004; Kudrewicz and Wasow-
icz, 2007a). Theorems 1 and 2, and the averaging method (Krylov and Bogolubov,
1947; Mitropolsky and Bogolubov, 1961) allow one to study the following, more
simple, autonomous systems of differential equations

ẋ = Ax + bj(q),

q̇ = w2
f ree

� w1 + Lc
⇤
x,

(20)

where j(q) is the corresponding characteristic of the phase detector.
The system of differential equations for a PLL with a squarer is the same as

the equations for the classic PLL.
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2.6 Effective numerical simulation of PLL 

According to (Abramovitch, 2008a,b ), numerical simulation of a PLL in the signal 
space is a very slow p rocess. However, the derived m odels of a PLL in the phase
frequency space enable for an effective numerical simulation of these circuits (see 
paper PV). 

Two types of signals w ill be considered here: the "sawtooth" waveform and 
the "triangle" waveform signals. The Fourier series expansion of the "sawtooth" 
waveform is as follows 

f 1(e) = ~ t _; sin(ie), af = O, 
Tr i= l l 

b~ - ~ 
I - iTr

0 (21) 

Likewise, the Fourier series expansion of the "triangle" waveform is as follows 

f 2 (e) = !2 ~ (2i ~ l )2 cos((2i - l )e), 

a~i = 0, bf = 0, i E N. 

2 
a2i-1 = 

8 
(2i -1)2 rr2 ' (22) 

Numerical simulation of the classic PLL in the signal d omain (on the level of 
electronic realization ) and in the phase-frequency d omain have been considered . 

All models were implemented in Matlab . The phase-frequency d omain 
model of a PLL made it possible to significantly speed up the simulation of the 
circuit (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 7). 

Reference 
frequency 

Integrator 
Out1 

ln2 

Phase detector 

'-------l Out1 

vco 

S+1 

Filter 

ln1 14-----' 

0.14~.~.~.~.~. ~.~. ~.~.~ 

0.12 .. ·····-~·-~··~··~··~··~·· ..... 

0.08 

0.06 

0.04 

: : : 0:1::::::::::: 
. : .. : .. : .. ·:· :· ·:-:·: ·:-:· :-:<· ·>:-
.... ..... ·.:.·.·.:.·.·.:.·. 
,;,,; .. 9:® ;~-:.;.:.:.~-:.;~.:-

: : i>o9.s :;.::.:.:;.:~;:. 

0.02 . : .. : .. i>:69.3 ; ; . : ; .:. : ; .: ~; :. 
: : : : 13.3 : l3.6 13.8 ......... 

Oo 4 8 12 16 20 

FIGURE 7 Phase-frequency domain model of PLL. Simulation time - 0.3 seconds 
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Reference Integrator 
frequency 

Interpreted 
MATLAB Fen 

triangle signal s+1 

Filter 

Out1 ln1 ____ ___, 

vco 

.... ·.· • .. •: ... · . . . . . . 
: : : : . ~ :· . . '· •' 

0.04 . : .. : .. 0:09;;> : ' :- . : : :· . ·: 

Do 4 8 12 16 20 

FIGURE 8 Signal domain model of PLL. Simulation time - 30 seconds 

In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 VCO frequency is 99Hz; reference frequency - l OOHz; 
filter transfer function- iis; VCO input gain - 10; time interval - 20 seconds; 
M=lO. 

Nowadays, oscillators can reach frequencies up to lOGhz. Therefore, the 
discretization step has to be chosen sufficiently small for a clear observation of 
the dynamics of the phase detector. Depending on application, the time period 
required for the synchronization of oscillators can vary from several seconds to 
several minutes. This makes the full numerical simulation of a PLL in the signal 
space almost impossible for the high-frequency signals. According to the engi
neers of the ST-Ericsson firm, the full simulation of a PLL can take up two weeks. 
On the other hand, numerical simulation in the phase-frequency space allows one 
to consider only low-frequency signals, something that allows one to increase a 
discretization step and decrease time needed for numeriacal simulation. 

The numeriacal simulation method is described in included article PV and 
patents AVIII, AVII. 
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Phase-locked loop (PLL) is a classical circuit widely used in telecommunication and
computer architectures. PLL was invented in the 1930s-1940s (Bellescize, 1932)
and then intensive studies of the theory and practice of PLL were carried out
(Viterbi, 1966; Gardner, 1966; Lindsey and Simon, 1973). One of the first applica-
tions of phase-locked loop (PLL) is related to the problems of wireless data transfer.
In radio engineering, PLL-based circuits (e.g. Costas Loop, PLL with squarer) are
used for carrier recovery, demodulation, and frequency synthesis (see, e.g., (Stiffler,
1964; Kroupa, 2003; Best, 2007)).
Although PLL is essentially a nonlinear control system, in modern literature,

devoted to the analysis of PLL-based circuits, the main direction is the use of sim-
plified linear models, the methods of linear analysis, empirical rules, and numerical
simulation (see plenary lecture of D. Abramovich at American Control Conference
2002 (Abramovitch, 2002)). Rigorous nonlinear analysis of PLL-based circuit mod-
els is often a very difficult task (Feely, 2007; Banerjee and Sarkar, 2008; Suarez
et al, 2012; Feely et al, 2012), so for analysis of nonlinear PLL models it is widely
used, in practice, numerical simulation (see, e.g., (Best, 2007)). However for high-
frequency signals, complete numerical simulation of physical model of PLL-based
circuit in signals/time space, which is described by a nonlinear non-autonomous
system of differential equations, is very challenging task (Abramovitch, 2008a,b)
since it is necessary to observe simultaneously “very fast time scale of the input sig-
nals” and “slow time scale of signal’s phases”. Here relatively small discretization
step in numerical procedure does not allow one to consider phase locking processes
for high-frequency signals in reasonable time.
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Here two approachers, which allow one to overcome these difficulties, are con
sidered. The first idea is traced back to the works of Viterbi (1966) and consists 
in constrnction of mathematical models of PLL-based circuits in phase-frequency 
space. This approach requires to determine mathematical characteristics of the cir
cuit components and to prove reliability of considered mathematical model. The 
second idea is traced back to the works of Emura (1982) and consists in design of 
circuit components in such a way that there is no oscillation with double frequency 
in the loop. 

1 Phase-frequency model of classical PLL 

To overcome simulation difficulties for PLL-based circuits it is possible to constrnct 
mathematical model in phase-frequency/time space (Leonov et al, 2012a), which 
can be described by nonlinear dynamical system of differential equations, so here 
it is investigated only slow time scale of signal's phases and frequencies. That , in 
turn, requires (Abramovitch , 2002) the computation of phase detector characteristic 
(nonlinear element used to math reference and controllable signals), which depends 
on waveforms of considered signals. Using results of analysis of this mathematical 
model for conclusions on behavior of the physical model requires rigorous justifi
cation. 

Consider a classical PLL on the level of electronic realization (Fig . 1) 

J1(B1(t)) 

Jfr!(t)) 

J1(fi(t)) ft r/(t)) 

vco Loop 
Filter 

Fig. 1: Block diagram of PLL on the level of electronic realization. 

Here signals f P(t) = f P(()P(t)) , p = 1,2 with ()P(t) as a phases are oscillations 
generated by reference oscillator and tunable voltage-control oscillator (VCO), re
spectively. 

The block® is a multiplier (used as a phase detector) of oscillations f 1 (t) and 
j 2 (t) , and the signal J1 ( 8 1 (t) )j2 ( () (t)) is its output. The relation between the input 
.; (t) and the output a(t) of linear filter has the form: 

a(t) = ao(t)+ Jo
1 

y(t --r)£('r)d-r, (1) 

where y (t) is an impulse response function of filter and ao (t) is an exponentially 
damped function depending on the initial data of filter at moment t = 0 . By assump-
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tion, γ(t) is a differentiable function with bounded derivative (this is true for the
most considered filters (Thede, 2005)).

1.1 High-frequency property of signals

Suppose that the waveforms f 1,2(θ ) are bounded 2π-periodic piecewise differen-
tiable functions1. Consider Fourier series representation of such functions

f p(θ ) =
∞

∑
i=1

�
api sin(iθ )+ bpi cos(iθ )

�
, p= 1,2,

api =
1
π

πZ

�π

f p(θ )sin(iθ )dθ ,bpi =
1
π

Z π

�π
f p(θ )cos(iθ )dθ .

A high-frequency property of signals can be reformulated in the following way.
By assumption, the phases θ p(t) are smooth functions (this means that frequencies
are changing continuously, what corresponds to classical PLL analysis (Kroupa,
2003; Best, 2007)). Suppose also that there exists a sufficiently large number ωmin
such that the following conditions are satisfied on a fixed time interval [0,T ]:

θ̇ p(τ) � ωmin > 0, p= 1,2, (2)

where T is independent of ωmin and θ̇ p(τ) = dθ p(τ)
dτ denotes frequencies of signals.

The frequencies difference is assumed to be uniformly bounded
��θ̇ 1(τ)� θ̇ 2(τ)

��  Δω , 8τ 2 [0,T ]. (3)

Requirements (2) and (3) are obviously satisfied for the tuning of two high-frequency
oscillators with close frequencies. Denote δ = ω

� 1
2

min . Consider the following rela-
tions

|θ̇ p(τ)� θ̇ p(t)|  ΔΩ , p= 1,2,
|t� τ|  δ , 8τ, t 2 [0,T ],

(4)

where ΔΩ is independent of δ . Conditions (2)–(4) mean that the functions θ̇ p(τ)
are almost constant and the functions f p(θ p(τ)) are rapidly oscillating on small
intervals [t, t+ δ ].
The boundedness of derivative of γ(t) implies

|γ(τ)� γ(t)| = O(δ ), |t� τ|  δ , 8τ, t 2 [0,T ]. (5)

1 the functions with a finite number of jump discontinuity points differentiable on their continuity
intervals
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1.2 Phase detector characteristic computation for classical PLL 

Consider two block diagrams shown in Fig. 2a and Fig.2b. Here , PD is a nonlinear 

/1(fJ1(t)) Q9 f1(~(t)).f({f(t)J. 1 Loop ~ (/(t) •I PD I c+J(fj1(t)- f/(t)) • L?op 

r fte'(t)) FHtec I e'(t) Fdtec 

(a) Multiplier and filter (b) Phase detector and filter 

Fig. 2: Phase detector models 

block with charactelistic <p ( e). The phases (JP (t) are PD block inputs and the output 
is a function cp(e1(t) - e2(t)) . The PD characteristic cp(e) depends on waveforms 
of input signals . 

The signal / 1 (e1(t)) j 2 (e2 (t)) and the function cp(e1(t) - e2(t)) are the inputs 
of the same filters with the same impulse response function y(t) and with the same 
initial state. The outputs of filters are the functions g (t) and G(t) , respectively. By 
(1) one can obtain g(t) and G(t): 

g(t) = G-O (t) +lot y(t - -r)/1 ( e1 ('r)) / 2 
( e2(-r) )d-r, 

G( t) = 0-0 ( t ) +lot y ( t - -r) cp ( e 1 ( -r) - e 2 ( -r)) d-r. 
(6) 

Using the approaches outlined in (Leonov, 2008; Kuznetsov et al, 2010, 201 lb , 
2012b), the following result can be proved. 

Theorem 1. [Leonov et al (2012a, 2011); Kuznetsov et al (2012a)] Let conditions 
(2)-(5) be satisfied and 

cp(e )= ~ ~ ~a}af + b}bf)cos(le) + (a}bf - b}af )sin(teV. (7) 

Then the following relation 

IG(t) - g(t) l= O(o), Vt E [O,TJ 

is valid. 

See Appendix for a proof of this theorem. 
Broadly speaking, this theorem separates low-frequency error-correcting signal 

from parasite high-frequency oscillations. This theorem allows one to compute a 
phase detector characteristic for various typical waveforms of signals. 
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1.3 Description of classical Costas Loop 

Nowadays BPSK and QPSK modulation techniques are used in telecommunica
tion. For these techniques it is used different modifications of PLL with squarer and 
Costas Loop (Gardner, 1966; Lindsey and Simon, 1973; Best, 2007). However, the 
realization of some parts of PLL with squarer, used in analog circuits, can be quite 
difficult (Best, 2007). In the digital circuits, maximum data rate is limited by the 
speed of analog-to-digital converter (ADC) (Gardner, 1993; Gardner et al, 1993). 
Here, it will be considered analog Costas Loop, which are easy for implementation 
and effective for demodulation. 

Various methods for analysis of Costas loop are well developed by engineers and 
considered in many publications (see, e.g., (Kroupa, 2003; Lindsey, 1972; Gardner, 
1966)). However, the problems of constmction of adequate nonlinear models and 
nonlinear analysis of such models are still far from being resolved. Further it will 
be considered only classical BPSK Costas loop, but similar analysis could be done 
for QPSK Costas Loop. 

Consider physical model of classical Costas Loop (Fig. 3) 

0 m(t)f'(fl(t)).f(fl(t)) > I Filter I 

m(t)/1(B1(t)) Jfr/(t))~~ 
vco 

m(t)f'(B'(t)).f(tl(t) -9(!) 

Loop 
Filter 

Filter m(t) 

Fig. 3: Block diagram of Costas Loop at the level of electronic realization. 

Here / 1(t) is a carrier and rn(t) = ±1 is data signal. Hilbert transform block 
shifts phase of input signal by - ~ . 

In the simplest case when 

j1(e1(t)) = cos(w1t),J2 (e2(t)) = sin(w2t) 

rn(t)/1 (B 1(t))j2(e2(t)) = mit) (sin(w2t - w1t) - sin(sin(w2t+ w1t))) (8) 

rn(t)f1 (B 1(t))j2(e2(t) - I) = mit) (cos(w2t - w1t) + cos(sin(w2t + w1t))) 

standard engineering assumption is that a low pass filter removes the upper side
band with frequency from the input but leaves the lower sideband without change. 
Thus, after synchronization one gets demodulated data rn(t) cos( ( w 1 - w2 )t) = 
rn(t) cos(O) = rn(t) on the output of the lower filter (see Fig. 3). 
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Further, to avoid these assumption, a rigorous mathematical approach for the 
analysis of Costas loop will be demonstrated. 

1.4 Computation of phase detector characteristic for Costas loop 

From a theoretical point of view, since two arm filters in Fig. 3 are used for demod
ulation, for analysis of synchronization processes one can study Costas loop with 
only central Loop filter. Also since m(t )2 = 1, the transmitted data m(t) do not af
fect the operation of VCO. Thus one can consider the following equivalent block 
diagrams of Costas loop in signals/time and phase-frequency spaces (Fig. 4). 

J1(B'(t))Jrf!(t)) 

.f(rl(t)) 

f 1(81(t))f'(r/(t)-9(J') 

Loop 
Filter <.p(fJ1(t) -f/(t)) Loop G(t) 

Filter 

f!(t) 

Fig. 4: Equivalent block diagrams of Costas loop in signals/time and phase
frequency spaces. 

In both diagrams the filters are the same and have the same impulse transient 
function y(t) and the same initial data. The filters outputs are the functions g(t) and 
G(t), respectively. 

Consider a case of non-sinusoidal piecewise-differentiable carrier oscillation 
J1 ( e 1 (t)) and tunable harmonic oscillation 

00 

/
1(8) = L (alcos(i8) + bJsin(i8)), 

i=l (9) 

The following assertion is valid. 

Theorem 2. [Kuznetsov et al (2012b); Leonov et al (2012b)] If conditions (2)- (5) 
are satisfied and 
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00 00 

- 2albl cos(2B) + 2 L a~+2b~cos(2B) - 2 L a~b~+2cos(2B)- (10) 
q=l q=l 

- (bD
2 

sin(2B) + 2 ii b~b~+z sin(2B))] . 

then the following relation 

G(t) - g(t) = 0( o), Vt E [O, T] (11) 

is valid. 

In general, the proof of this result repeats the proof of Theorem 1. The details of 
the proof can be found in (Kuznetsov et al, 2012b; Leonov et al, 2012b). Note that 
this result could be easily extended to the case of two non-sinusoidal signals. 

2 Engineering solutions for elimination of high-frequency 
oscillations 

Consider engineering solution for elimination of high-frequency oscillations on the 
output of PD for harmonic signals. Further it is considered special analog PLL and 
analog Costas loop implementations, which allow one to effectively solve this prob
lem. 

2 .1 Two-phase PLL 

Consider a special modification of phase-locked loop (two phase PLL) suggested in 
(Emura, 1982). 

1 
cos(e (t)) 

Hilbert 
.____ _ ____, sin(e\t)) 

Complex >----si_n(_e1_(t_)-e_~_t)_) ---~ 
multiplier 

cos(e~t)) ( )~~ 
I_ - - - -I vco ~ ~~! I 

sin(e1t)) 

Fig. 5: Two-phase PLL 
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Here , a carrier is sin( e 1 (t)) with e 1 (t) as a phase and the output of Hilbert block 
is cos(B1(t)) . VCO generates oscillations sin(B2 (t)) and cos(B2 (t)) with e2(t) as a 
phase. Figure 6 shows the structure of phase detector - complex multiplier. 

sin(0
1
(t)-e1tn 

sin(e1tn 

Fig. 6: Phase detector in two-phase PLL 

The phase detector consists of two analog multipliers and analog sub tractor. Here 

sin(B1(t )) cos(e 2 (t)) - cos(e 1(t))sin(B2(t)) = sin(e 1(t) - e2(t)) 

In this case there is no high-frequency component at the output of phase detector. 
Thus block-scheme in Fig. 6 is equivalent to block-scheme in Fig. 2b , where phase 
detector characteristic is <p ( e) = sin( e). 

2.2 Two-phase Costas loop 

Consider now engineering solution (Tretter, 2007) for the problem of elimination of 
high-frequency oscillations in Costas Loop (Fig. 7). 

m(t)cos(e 
1
(t)) m(t)cos(e(t)-e1tn 

Complex 
Hilbert - - - - mult iplier 
~-~ m(t)sin(e 

1
(t)) ~t)~n(eh)-'eft)) - - ~ 

I cos(82
(t)) 

I_ - - -
sin(Et(t)) 

vco 
g(t) Loop 
+- Filter 

Fig. 7 : Two-phase Costas loop 

Here a cairier is cos( e 1 (t)) with e 1 (t) as a phase. VCO generates the oscillations 
cos(B2(t)) and sin(B2 (t)) with e2(t ) as a phase , and m(t) = ±1 is a relatively slow 
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data signal ( canier peliod is several orders of magnitude smaller than time between 
data transitions) . In Fig. 8 is shown a stmcture of phase detector. 

2 
cos(0 {t)) 

\ 

\ 
m(t)sin(e 

1
(t)) _l 

1 
m(t)cos(0 (t)) 

1 2 
m(t)cos(0 (t)-0 ( ) 

m(t)sin(e\o-e~t ) 

Fig. 8: Phase detector in two-phase Costas loop 

Here the outputs of phase detector are the following 

m(t) (cos(8 1(t)) cos(82(t)) + sin(8 1(t)) sin(82 (t))) = m(t )cos(81(t) - 82(t)) 

m(t) (sin(8 1(t)) cos(82(t)) - cos(8 1(t)) sin(82 (t))) = m(t ) sin(8 1(t) - 82(t)) 
(12) 

If oscillators are synchronized (i .e . 8 1 (t) = 82(t)) , one of the outputs of phase de
tector contains only data signal 0 .Sm(t ). Therefore, tacking into account m(t) = ± 1, 
the input of the Loop filter takes the form 

m(t)cos(81 (t) - 82(t))m(t)sin(81(t) - 82(t )) = ~ sin(2(8 1(t) - 82(t))) 

and it depends only on phase difference of VCO and carrier. Thus block-scheme in 
Fig. 8 is equivalent to block-scheme in Fig. 2b, where phase detector characteristic 
is cp(8) = ! sin(2(8 )) . 
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3 Differential equation for PLL and Costas loop

Here differential equations for considered PLL-based circuits are derived.
From a mathematical point of view, a linear low-pass filter can be described by a

system of linear differential equations

ẋ= Ax+ pξ (t), σ = c⇤x, (13)

a solution of which takes the form (1). Here, A is a constant matrix, x(t) is a state
vector of filter, b and c are constant vectors.
The model of tunable generator is usually assumed to be linear (Kroupa, 2003;

Best, 2007):

θ̇ 2(t) = ω2f ree+LG(t), t 2 [0,T ]. (14)

where ω2f ree is a free-running frequency of tunable generator and L is an oscillator
gain. Here it is also possible to use nonlinear models of VCO; see e.g. (Suarez and
Quere, 2003; Demir et al, 2000).
Suppose that the frequency of master generator is constant θ̇ 1(t) ⌘ω1. Equation

of tunable generator (14) and equation of filter (13) yield

ẋ= Ax+ pξ (t), θ̇ 2 = ω2f ree +Lc⇤x. (15)

For classical PLL circuit

ξ (t) = f 1(θ 1(t)) f 2(θ 2(t)), (16)

for classical Costas loop

ξ (t) = f 1(θ 1(t)) f 2(θ 2(t)� π
2

) f 1(θ 1(t)) f 2(θ 2(t)), (17)

for two-phase PLL

ξ (t) = sin(θ 1(t)�θ 2(t)), (18)

and for two-phase Costas loop

ξ (t) =
1
2
sin

�
2(θ 1(t)�θ 2(t))

�
, (19)

While for two phase PLL and Costas loop, system (15) is autonomous, for clas-
sical PLL and Costas loop, system (15) is nonautonomous and rather difficult for
investigation (Kudrewicz and Wasowicz, 2007; Margaris, 2004). Here, Theorems 1
and 2 allow one to study more simple autonomous system of differential equations

ẋ= Ax+ pϕ(Δθ ), Δθ̇ = ω2f ree �ω1+Lc⇤x,

Δθ = θ 2�θ 1,
(20)
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where q>(e) is the conesponding characteristic of phase detector. By well-known 
averaging method (Krylov and Bogolyubov, 1947) one to show that solutions of 
(15) and (20) are close under some assumptions. Thus, by Theorems 2 and 1, the 
block-schemes of PLL and Costas Loop in signals/time space (Fig. 1,3) can be 
asymptotically changed [for high-frequency generators, see conditions (2)-(4)) for 
the block-scheme in phase-frequency space (Fig. 9). 

fl(t) ~ <.p((/(t)- f/(t)) Loop 
' PD ' F.I 1 ter 

t ff(t) 
I vco I G(t) 

Fig. 9: Block scheme of phase-locked loop in phase-frequency space 

Methods of nonlinear analysis for system (20) are well developed (see, e.g., 
(Leonov, 2006; Leonov et al, 2006; Kuznetsov et al, 2009a,b, 2008; Leonov et al, 
2009)). Tue simulation approach for PLL analysis and design, based on the obtained 
analytical results, is discussed in (Kuznetsov et al, 2011a). 

It should be noted that instead of conditions (3) and (5) for simulations of real 
system, it is necessary to consider the following conditions 

where A.A is the largest (in modulus) eigenvalue of matrix A. Also, for con ectness of 
transition from equation (21) to (25) it is necessaiy to consider T < < Wmin. It is easy 
to see that for sinusoidal waveforms operations of classical PLL and two-phase PLL 
are ve1y similai· because the phase detector charactelistic and corresponding phase
frequency models ai·e the same. Theoretical results are justified by simulation of 
classical PLL and two-phase PLL (Fig. 10). 
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--. --·classical PLL, time domain 
- - two phase PLL time domain 
- class1cal PLL, hase fre . domain 

- - classical PLL, time domain 
- ···· two- phase Pll, time domain 
- classical PLL ase fr . domain 

0.25 
l\, ! 0.014 - L-L-L- l -l -L- L L 

0.15 t' I 

\ .) \i t """' 
..._ -

l I! 
0.05 

0.073 - +,-f-+- _J_ i1 ~~····· 
• I ' ' . ,! '· ~ \ 

0.072 -···Jf_· ····-1·····-···l··-·····lf ' I -1-1-l T\ 
0.o7 l -i'l ) _J_ i[ _; ···-··.L-... ·1 ! 

' 
';;.I 

0.05 

0.15 
...... 

! 
0.250 2 4 6 8 10 9.36 9.38 9.4 9.42 

Fig. 10: Classical PLL in signals/time space; two-phase and classical PLLs in phase
frequency space, w}ree = 99 Hz, w1 = 100 Hz, L = 15, filter transfer functions s~l 

---·---· classical Costas loop, time domain - - classical Costas loop, time domain 
·····-········-·· two- phase Costas loop, time domain - - - - - two- phase Costas loop, time domain 
--classical Costas loop, phase freq. domain - classical Costas 100 hase Ire . domain 

0.06 

0. 06 '---''----'--L--'---'--'--'--'---'--' 

o.0655 ··-·f t ....... ·-!-··1i!-·······-·!1t ........ j ..... -.... r\! 
Ji I i I Ii ~I i I~ 

0.0650 ·-,i;J·······-t:1·:1i········-/····~······-1·····-··l····-
i 1·-· i J ··~-·"T·I L··f .. 

::: :1:\\:11 :I~ J:\:f 11 
:: 

0.0635 LJ-\1,- -I +l-\I+ _! 
1 ~ I \1 I \/ 

0.0630 .. _.J __ -!- -!- -!- _j_ 

0 2 4 6 8 10 9.3 9.32 9.34 9.36 9.38 9.4 

Fig. 11: Classical Costas Loop in signals/time space, two-phase and classical Costas 
Loops in phase-frequency space, w}ree = 99 Hz, w 1 =100 Hz, L = 15, filter transfer 

fu . 1 
nct10ns s+ l 

Unlike the filter output for the phase-frequency model of classical and two-phase 
PLLs, for signals/time space model of classical PLL the outputs of filter and phase 
detector contains additional high-frequency oscillations. These high-frequency os
cillations interfere with qualitative analysis and efficient simulation of PLL. Filter 
output of two-phase PLL is delayed compared to the classical one because of non
ideality of Hilbert transform. Similar results can be obtained for Costas loop (see 
Fig.II). 
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Appendix

Proof. Suppose that t 2 [0,T ]. Consider a difference

g(t)�G(t) =

tZ

0

γ(t� s)

f 1

�
θ 1(s)

�
f 2

�
θ 2(s)

�
�ϕ

�
θ 1(s)�θ 2(s)

��
ds. (21)

Suppose that there exists m 2 N[{0} such that t 2 [mδ ,(m+ 1)δ ]. By definition of
δ , one hasm<

T
δ +1. The continuity condition implies that γ(t) is bounded on [0,T ]

and f 1(θ ), f 2(θ ) are bounded on R. Since f 1,2(θ ) are piecewise differentiable, one
can obtain

api = O(
1
i
), bpi = O(

1
i
). (22)

Hence ϕ(θ ) converges uniformly and ϕ(θ ) is continuous, piecewise differentiable,
and bounded. Then the following estimates

Z (m+1)δ

t
γ(t� s) f 1

�
θ 1(s)

�
f 2

�
θ 2(s)

�
ds= O(δ ),

Z (m+1)δ

t
γ(t� s)ϕ

�
θ 1(s)�θ 2(s)

�
ds= O(δ )

are satisfied. It follows that (21) can be represented as

g(t)�G(t) =
m

∑
k=0

Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]
γ(t� s)


f 1

�
θ 1(s)

�
f 2

�
θ 2(s)

�
�ϕ

�
θ 1(s)�θ 2(s)

��
ds+O(δ ).

(23)

Prove now that on each interval [kδ ,(k+ 1)δ ] the corresponding integrals are
equal to O(δ 2).
Condition (5) implies that on each intervals [kδ ,(k+ 1)δ ] the following relation

γ(t� s) = γ(t� kδ )+O(δ ), t > s, s, t 2 [kδ ,(k+ 1)δ ] (24)

is valid. Here O(δ ) is independent of k and the relation is satisfied uniformly with
respect to t. By (23), (24), and the boundedness of f 1(θ ), f 2(θ ), and ϕ(θ ),

g(t)�G(t) =
m

∑
k=0

γ(t� kδ )
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

f 1

�
θ 1(s)

�
f 2

�
θ 2(s)

�
�ϕ

�
θ 1(s)�θ 2(s)

��
ds+O(δ ).

(25)

Denote
θ pk (s) = θ p(kδ )+ θ̇ p(kδ )(s� kδ ), p= 1,2.
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Then for s 2 [kδ ,(k+ 1)δ ], condition (4) yields

θ p(s) = θ pk (s)+O(δ ).

From (3) and the boundedness of derivative ϕ(θ ) on R it follows that
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

��ϕ
�
θ 1(s)�θ 2(s)

�
�ϕ

�
θ 1k (s)�θ 2k (s)

���ds= O(δ 2). (26)

If f 1(θ ) and f 2(θ ) are continuous onR, then for f 1
�
θ 1(s)

�
f 2

�
θ 2(s)

�
the following

relation holds
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]
f 1(θ 1(s)) f 2(θ 2(s))ds =

=
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]
f 1(θ 1k (s)) f 2(θ 2k (s))ds+O(δ 2).

(27)

Consider the validity of this estimate for the considered class of piecewise-differentiable
waveforms. Since the conditions (2) and (4) are satisfied and the functions θ 1,2(s)
are differentiable and satisfy (3), for all k = 0, ...,m there exist sets Ek [the union
of sufficiently small neighborhoods of discontinuity points of f 1,2(t)] such that the
following relation

R

Ek
ds= O(δ 2) is valid, in which case the relation is satisfied uni-

formly with respect to k. Then from the piecewise differentiability and the bound-
edness of f 1,2(θ ) it is possible to obtain (27) (see Corollary 1.
By (27) and (26), relation (25) can be rewritten as

g(t)�G(t) =
m

∑
k=0

γ(t� kδ )
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

[ f 1
�
θ 1k (s)

�
f 2

�
θ 2k (s)

�
�ϕ

�
θ 1k (s)�θ 2k (s)

�
]ds+O(δ )

=
m

∑
k=0

γ(t� kδ )
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]
✓ ∞

∑
i=1

a1i cos
�
iθ 1k (s)

�
+ b1i sin

�
iθ 1k (s)

�◆

⇥
✓ ∞

∑
j=1

a2j cos
�
jθ 2k (s)

�
+ b2j sin

�
jθ 2k (s)

�◆
�

�ϕ
�
θ 1k (s)�θ 2k (s)

��
ds+O(δ ) .

(28)

Since conditions (2)–(4) are satisfied, it is possible to choose O( 1δ ) of sufficiently
small time intervals of length O(δ 3), outside of which the functions f p(θ p(t)) and
f p(θ pk (t)) are continuous. It is known that on each interval, which has no discon-
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tinuity points, Fourier series of the functions f 1(θ ) and f 2(θ ) converge uniformly.
Then there exists a numberM=M(δ ) > 0 such that outside sufficiently small neigh-
borhoods of discontinuity points of f p(θ p(t)) and f p(θ pk (t)), the sum of the firstM
series terms approximates the original function with accuracy to O(δ ). In this case
by relation (28) and the boundedness of f 1(θ ) and f 2(θ ) on R, it can be obtained

g(t)�G(t) =
m

∑
k=0

γ(t� kδ )
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

M

∑
i=1

M

∑
j=1


µi, j(s)�ϕ

�
θ 1k (s)�θ 2k (s)

��
ds+O(δ ),

(29)

where
µi, j(s) =

1
2

✓
(a1i a2j + b1i b2j)cos(iθ 1� jθ 2)+

+(�a1i b2j + b1i a
2
j)sin(iθ 1� jθ 2)+

+(�b1i b2j + a1i a
2
j)cos(iθ 1+ jθ 2)+

+(a1i b
2
j + b1i a

2
j)sin(iθ 1+ jθ 2)

◆
.

From definition of δ and (22) it follows that 8i 2 N, j 2 N the relation
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

1
i
cos

�
j(ωmins+θ0)

�
ds=

O(δ 2)
i j (30)

is valid. Taking into account (30) and (2), one obtains the estimate
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

bpj cos
�
jθ pk (s)

�
ds=

O(δ 2)
j2

.

Similar estimate is also valid for the addends with sin.
Consider the addend involving cos(iθ 1k (s)+ jθ 2k (s)) in µi, j(s). By (2) it can be

obtained iθ̇ 1(kδ )+ jθ̇ 2(kδ ) � (i+ j)ωmin. Then (30) yields the following relation
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Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

cos
⇣
i
�
θ 1(kδ )+ θ̇ 1(kδ )(s� kδ )

�
+

+ j
�
θ 2(kδ )+ θ̇ 2(kδ )(s� kδ )

�⌘
ds=

=
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

cos
⇣�
iθ̇ 1(kδ )+ jθ̇ 2(kδ )

�
s

�
�
iθ 1(kδ )+ jθ 2(kδ )

�
kδ

+
�
iθ̇ 1(kδ )+ jθ̇ 2(kδ )

�
kδ

⌘
ds= O

✓
δ 2

i+ j

◆
.

(31)

Then
M

∑
i=1

M

∑
j=1

Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

�b1i b2j + a1i a2j
2

cos
✓
i
�
θ 1k (s)

�
+ j

�
θ 2k (s)

�◆
ds=

=
M

∑
i=1

M

∑
j=1

O(δ 2)
i j(i+ j)

.

The convergence of series
∞
∑
i=1

∞
∑
j=1

1
i j(i+ j) implies that the above expression is O(δ 2).

Obviously, a similar relation occurs for the addend sin(iθ 1k (s)+ jθ 2k (s)).
Thus, by (29)

g(t)�G(t) =
m

∑
k=0

γ(t� kδ )
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

 M

∑
i=1

M

∑
j=1

⇢a1i a2j + b1i b2j
2

cos
⇣
iθ 1k (s)� jθ 2k (s)

⌘
+

+
a1i b2j � b1i a2j

2
sin

⇣
iθ 1k (s)� jθ 2k (s)

⌘�
�

�ϕ
�
θ 1k (s)�θ 2k (s)

��
ds+O(δ ) .

Note that, here, the addends with indices i = j give, in sum, ϕ
�
θ 1k (s)� θ 2k (s)

�

with accuracy to O(δ ). Consider the addends with indices i < j, involving cos (for
the addends with indices i> j, involving sin, similar relations are satisfied). By (3),
similar to (31), the following relation

M

∑
i=2

i�1

∑
j=1

a1i a2j + b1i b2j
2

Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

cos
⇣
i
�
θ 1k (s)

�
� j

�
θ 2k (s)

�⌘
ds=

=
M

∑
i=2

i�1

∑
j=1

O(δ 2)O
✓

1
i j|i� j|

◆
= O(δ 2)
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is valid (see Lemma 2). • 

Let us now proceed to the proof of the used auxiliary lemmas. 
One can show that it is possible to choose sufficiently small neighborhoods of 

points of discontinuity of/( e (t)), in which there are also points of discontinuity of 
f(Bk(s)) (see. Fig. 12, indicated neighborhoods are hatched). Then /(B(s)) can be 
approximated with the help of f(Bk(s)) (see. Corollary 1). 

-

I I 

I I 

-

f(B(s)) 
. . . 

I , . 
I , . , , 

k5 (k+1 )5 

Fig. 12: Approximation of function /(B(s)) with the help of f(Bk(s)) 

Lemma 1. Suppose, f ( B) is piecewise-differentiable 2tr-periodic bounded function. 
B(t) is a smooth junction such that the conditions of high-frequency property (2}
(4) are satisfied. Then there exist sets E£,k such that any £-neighborhood of point 
of discontinuity of f(B) acted by e-1(s) and ek-1(s), attains the same interval, 
completely contained in E£,k' where 

Bk(s) = B(ko) + e(ko)(s - ko), (32) 

in which case these sets are small: 

(33) 

Proof. By the data, /(B) is bounded on JR. If /(B) is continuous on JR, then the 
assertion of Lemma is obvious. Consider the case when/( B) has at least I point of 
discontinuity. 

Taking into account ( 4) and a smoothness of e, it is possible to introduce the 
following notion 

Wmin ~ rrlk = min fJ(s), 
[kc5 ,{k+ l )c5 ] 

Wmin ~Mk = max e(s). 
[kc5 ,{k+ l) c5 ] 

Then for s E [ko , (k + 1 )o] one obtains 
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θ (kδ )+mk(s� kδ )  θ (s)  θ (kδ )+Mk(s� kδ ). (34)

Then (32) implies
θ (s) 2 [θ (kδ ),θ (kδ )+Mkδ ],

θk(s) 2 [θ (kδ ),θ (kδ )+Mkδ ].
(35)

Suppose, a1,a2, ...aN are discontinuity points of f (θ ) such that

a j 2 [θ (kδ ),θ (kδ )+Mkδ ]. (36)

Here there are altogether O( 1δ ) intervals of length δ on [0,T ], on each of which the
increase of θ̇ (s) is less than ΔΩ . Thus, θ̇ (s)  ωmin +ΔΩO( 1δ ), i.e. Mk = O( 1δ 2 ).
If on interval [0,2π ] the function f (θ ) has N[0,2π ] discontinuities, then on interval
of the length Mkδ there are N = 1

2πMkδN[0,2π ] discontinuities. However Mkδ =

O( 1δ 2 )δ = O( 1δ ). Thus, N = O( 1δ ).
Consider ε-neighborhoods

V j
ε,k = (a j � ε,a j+ ε), 0< ε < δ .

The choice of such neighborhoods becomes clear in proving Lemma from the latter
relations of (42).
Introduce the following notion

✓
a j � ε�θ (kδ )+Mkkδ

Mk
,
a j + ε�θ (kδ )+mkkδ

mk

◆
= eE j

ε,k , (37)

E j
ε,k = eE j

ε,k \ [kδ ,(k+ 1)δ ]. (38)

In this case if s 2 [kδ ,(k+ 1)δ ] \E j
ε,k, then θ (s),θk(s) do not attain ε - neighbor-

hoods of a j, denoted by V j
ε,k. Denote

Eε,k =
N[

j=1
E j
ε,k. (39)

This implies that the condition (48) is satisfied.
Further, for Eε,k, it will be proved that property (33) is satisfied. The following

estimation
Z

E j
ε,k

ds
✓
a j + ε�θ (kδ )+mkkδ

mk
�
a j � ε�θ (kδ )+Mkkδ

Mk

◆
(40)

is valid. Using (34), one obtains |Mk �mk| C. Then
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a j + ε�θ (kδ )+mkkδ
mk

� a j � ε�θ (kδ )+Mkkδ
Mk




�
a j �θ (kδ )

��
Mk �mk

�

Mkmk
+ ε

✓
1
mk

+
1
Mk

◆
+

✓
mkkδ
mk

� Mkkδ
Mk

◆



�
a j �θ (kδ )

�Mk �mk
Mkmk

+
2ε
ωmin




�
a j �θ (kδ )

� C
Mkm

+
2ε
ωmin

. (41)

By (36)

�
a j �θ (kδ )

� C
Mkmk

+
2ε
ωmin



Mkδ
C

Mkmk
+

2ε
ωmin



 Cδ
mk

+
2ε
ωmin



 Cδ
ωmin

+
2ε
ωmin

=

= O(δ 3)+ εO(δ 2). (42)

The relations (40), (41), and (42) imply
Z

E j
ε,k

ds= O(δ 3). (43)

Taking into account that the number of points of discontinuity are equal to N =
O

� 1
δ

�
, one proves the assertion of Lemma 1:

Z

Eε,k

ds=
N

∑
j=1

Z

E j
ε,k

ds= O(δ 2) . (44)

⌅
Corollary 1. Suppose, f (θ ) is a piecewise-differentiable 2π-periodic bounded func-
tion. θ (t) is a smooth function and the conditions of high-frequency property (2)–(4)
are satisfied.
Then

(k+1)δZ

kδ

f (θ (s))ds =

(k+1)δZ

kδ

f (θk(s))+O(δ 2), (45)

where
θk(s) = θ (kδ )+ θ̇(kδ )(s� kδ ). (46)
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Proof. By the data, f (θ ) is bounded on R. If f (θ ) is continuous on R, then the
assertion of Lemma is obvious. Consider the case when f (θ ) has at least 1 point of
discontinuity. Since the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied, there exist sets Eε,k.
Then the use of (33) and the boundedness of f (θ ) gives

Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

f (θ (s))ds =
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]\Eε,k

f (θ (s))ds+O(δ 2),

Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]

f (θk(s))ds =
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]\Eε,k

f (θk(s))ds+O(δ 2).
(47)

In addition, according to assertion of Lemma 1, the functions f (θ ) are differentiable
with respect to θ and their derivatives are bounded for

θ 2 {θ (s)|s 2 [kδ ,(k+ 1)δ ]\Eε,k}[{θk(s)|s 2 [kδ ,(k+ 1)δ ]\Eε,k}, (48)

i.e. on this set, f (θ ) is Lipschitzian.
By (46) and (4)

θ (s) = θ (kδ )+

(k+1)δZ

kδ

θ̇(v)dv= θk(s)+O(δ ). (49)

Then (48) and (49) yeld
Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]\Eε,k

�� f
�
θ (s)

�
� f

�
θk(s)

���ds= O(δ 2),

Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]\Eε,k

f
�
θ (s)

�
ds=

Z

[kδ ,(k+1)δ ]\Eε,k

f
�
θk(s)

�
ds+O(δ 2),

(50)

Then (47) implies the assertion of Lemma.⌅

Lemma 2. The following series
∞
∑
i=1

∞
∑

j=1, j 6=i
1

i j|i� j| converges.

Proof. For Lemma to be proved, it is sufficient to prove convergence of the follow-
ing series

∞

∑
i=2

i�1

∑
j=1

1
i j(i� j)

(51)

Consider i= 9
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1( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 
9 1(9 - 1) + 2(9 - 2) + 3(9 - 3) + 4(9 - 4) + 5(9 - 5) + 6(9 - 6) + 7(9 - 7) + 8(9 - 8) = 

1 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 
= 9 1(9 - 1) + 2(9 - 2) + 3(9 - 3) + 4(9 - 4) + (9 - 4)4 + (9 - 3)3 + (9 - 2)2 + (9 - 1)1 

(52) 
This implies that it is sufficient to prove convergence of the following selies 

where L x J = max d. Since 
dEZ, dSx 

1 
iy(i - y) 

decreases for y E (0, ~ ], i ~ 2, one obtains that 

I 
I 
I- -I 

I I-
I I I
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

1 2 3 

Fig. 13 

. I 

I I 
I I 

I 

2 

l~ J 1 1 /
2 

1 < d i > 2 j~I ij(i - j) - i(i - l) + 
1 

iy(i - y) y, - ' 

However 

y 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 
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i
2Z

1

1
iy(i� y)

dy=

=
1
i2

⇣
log(y)� log(i� y)

⌘���
i
2

1
=

=
1
i2

⇣
log(

i
2
)� log(i� i

2
)� log(1)+ log(i� 1)

⌘
=

=
log(i� 1)

i2
. (56)

It follows that a series
∞

∑
i=2

log(i� 1)
i2

(57)

converges.⌅
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Abstract: The phase-locked loop with squarer is a classical phase-locked loop (PLL) based
carrier recovery circuit. Simulation of the loop is nontrivial task, because of high-frequency
properties of considered signals. Simulation in space of signals’ phases allows one to overcome
these di�culties, but it is required to compute phase detector characteristic. In this paper for
various waveforms of high-frequency signals new classes of phase detector characteristics are
computed for the first time. The problems of rigorous mathematical analysis of the control
signal of voltage-controlled oscillator are discussed. Nonlinear model of PLL with squarer is
constructed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A PLL with squarer is a classical phase-locked loop (PLL)
based circuit for carrier recovery [Bullock (2000); Best
(2007); Hershey et al. (2002)]. Nowadays PLL with squarer
is used in Global Positioning Systems (GPS) [Goradia
et al. (1990); Kaplan and Hegarty (2006)], power systems
control [Chang and Chen (2008); Sarkar and Sengupta
(2010)] etc.

Although PLL is essentially a nonlinear control system,
in modern engineering literature, devoted to the analysis
of PLL-based circuits, the main direction is the use of
simplified linear models, the methods of linear analysis,
empirical rules, and numerical simulation (see a plenary
lecture of D. Abramovich at American Control Confer-
ence 2002 [Abramovitch (2002)]). While linearization and
analysis of linearized models of control systems may lead
to incorrect conclusions 1 attempts to prove the reliability
of conclusions, based on the application such simplified
approaches, are quite rare (see, e.g., [Suarez and Quere
(2003); Margaris (2004); Feely (2007); Banerjee and Sarkar
(2008); Feely et al. (2012); Suarez et al. (2012)]). Rig-
orous nonlinear analysis of PLL-based circuit models is
often very di�cult task, so for analysis of nonlinear PLL
models numerical simulation is widely used. However for
high-frequency signals, complete numerical simulation of
physical model of PLL-based circuit in space of signals,
described by nonlinear non-autonomous system of dif-
ferential equations, is highly complicated [Abramovitch

1 see, e.g., counterexamples to filter hypothesis, to Aizerman’s and
Kalman’s conjectures on absolute stability, [Leonov and Kuznetsov
(2011a,b); Kuznetsov et al. (2011a); Bragin et al. (2011); Leonov
and Kuznetsov (2013)] and Perron e↵ects of Lyapunov exponents
sign inversions for time-varying linearizations [Kuznetsov and Leonov
(2005); Leonov and Kuznetsov (2007)]),

(2008a,b)] since it is necessary to simultaneously observe
“very fast time scale of the input signals” and “slow time
scale of signal’s phases”. Here a relatively small discretiza-
tion step in numerical procedure does not allow one to
consider transition processes for high-frequency signals in
a reasonable time.

To overcome these di�culties, it is possible to construct
mathematical model of PLL-based circuit in space of sig-
nals’ phases described by nonlinear dynamical system of
di↵erential equations. In this case it is investigated only
slow time scale of signal’s phases and frequencies. That,
in turn, requires [Leonov et al. (2012b)] the computation
of phase detector characteristic (nonlinear element which
is used to match reference and controllable signals), which
depends on waveforms of considered signals [Kuznetsov
et al. (2011c,b, 2010)]. However, the use of results of anal-
ysis of this mathematical model for the conclusions, con-
cerning the behavior of the considered physical model, re-
quires rigorous justification [Leonov et al. (2011b, 2012b)].

All in all it should be remarked here that the requirement
of convergence in regarding to nonlinear non-autonomous
control systems with input [van den Berg et al. (2006)]
for certainty of limit solution computation, and also the
discovery of hidden oscillations (which cannot be found by
standard simulation) [Leonov et al. (2011a, 2012a)] in non-
linear dynamical models of PLL [Leonov and Kuznetsov
(2013)] make unreliable the use of simple modeling and
show the importance of development and application of
analytical methods for analysis of nonlinear models of
PLL-based circuit.

In this paper e↵ective approaches to rigorous nonlinear
analysis of classical analog PLL with squarer are dis-
cussed. An e↵ective analytical method for computation of



multiplier/ mixer phase-detector characteristics is demon
strated. For various non-sinusoidal waveforms of high
frequency signals, new classes of phase-detector charac
teristics are obtained, and dynamical model of PLL with 
squarer is constructed. 

2. DESCR1PTION OF PLL WITH SQUARER IN 
SPACE OF SIGNALS 

Consider classical PLL with squarer at the level of elec
tronic realization (Fig. 1) 

de offset Jf8
1
(t))Q9fs'(81(t)Jft/l(tJ» ~oop 

filter filter 
(J'(O'{t))j r 

m(t)f'{O'(t)) squarer.f((/(t)) VCO I 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of PLL with squarer at the level of 
electronic realization. 

Here m{t)J1(81(t)) is an input signal, where m(t) = ±1 
is transmitted data and J1(t) = J1(81 (t)) is carrier 
oscillation. VCO is a voltage-controlled oscillator, which 
generates oscillations f 2 (t) = f 2 (82 (t)). Here 81•2 (t) are 
phases. Squarer block mult iplies input signal by itself and 
the following filter removes de offset (Best {2007)]. 

T he block® is a multiplier (used as phase-detector (PD)) 
of oscillations f8(t) and J2(t) , the signal f8(81(t))J2(8(t)) 
is its output. The relation between the input ~(t) and the 
output u( t) of linear filter is as follows: 

u (t) = ao(t)+ fot"{(t - T)ffr) &r, {1) 

where "{(t) is an impulse response function of filter and 
a:o(t) is an exponentially damped function depending on 
the initial data of filter at moment t = 0. By assumption, 
'Y(t) is a differentiable function with bounded derivative 
(this is true for the most considered filters Best {2007)). 
T he operation of circuit in Fig. 1 without data m(t) 
corresponds to the work of classical PLL. 

de offset 1cos(2w1tl 

filter 

m(t)cos(w1t) squarer 
VV/'V\VV 

Fig. 2. PLL with squarer 

sin(2wtl 
vco 

In the simplest case of input signal with harmonic carrier 
(see Fig. 2) 

m{t)f1 (81(t)) = m(t) cos (w1t), m(t) = ±1. 

T he output of the squarer block after filtration de offset is 
equal to 

m 2 (t) 1 
f8(8 1(t)) = -

2
- cos (2w1t) = '2 cos (2w1t). 

To obtain synchronization for harmonic signals, the output 
of VCO should also have doubled frequency [Best {2007)] 

(this is true for all signal waveforms for which the squaring 
results in a doubling of frequency, e.g., sinusoidal and 
triangular waveforms; for the squared sawtooth signal its 
frequency does not cltange, see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4): 

f 2 (82(t)) =sin (2w2t) . 

- - - - Sawtoodi waveform 
--Squared sawtooth waveform 
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Fig. 3. Sawtooth waveform, frequency of the signal is not 
doubled after squaring 

- - - - Triangle waveform 
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--Squared triangle waveform 
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Fig. 4. 'IHangle waveform, frequency of the signal is 
doubled after squaring 

Thus the output of multiplier becomes 

f}(81(t))f2 (82 (t)) = ..!_ cos (2w1t) sin (2w2t) = 
2 

~ ( sin{2{w2 
- w1 )t) + sin{2(w2 + w1 )t)) . 

Standard engineering assumption is that the filter removes 
the upper sideband with frequency from the input but 
leaves the lower sideband without change. Thus it is 
assumed that VCO input is t sin (2{w2 - w1)t) . 

This result was known to engineers (see, e.g., (Gardner 
{1966) ; Best {2007)]) but had no rigorous mathematical 
justification. Here this result is generalized and rigorously 
proved for the general case of signal waveforms. Nowadays 
PLL with squarer with non-sinusoidal waveform is used, 
for example, in power systems (see, e.g., (Sarkar and 
Sengupta {2010); Chang and Chen {2008)]). 



3. COMPUTATION OF PHASE DETECTOR 
CHARACTERISTIC 

Suppose that the waveforms f 1•2 (0) are the bounded 27r
periodic piecewise differentiable functions( what is true for 
the most considered waveforms) . Consider Fourier series 
representation of such functions 

00 

JP(()) = L (af sin(i8) + bf cos(i8)), p = 1, 2, 
i=l 
1' 

af = .!_ j fP(8) sin(i8)d8, bf =.!_ j ,,, fP(8) cos(i8)d8. 
7r 7r -

- 1' 

A high-frequency property of signals can be reformulated 
in the following way. By assumption, the phases ()P(t) are 
smooth functions (this means that frequencies are changed 
continuously, what corresponds to classical PLL analysis 
(Best {2007) ; Kroupa {2003)]). Suppose also that there 
exists a sufficiently large number Wmin such that on fixed 
time interval [O, T ] the following conditions 

(2) 

are satisfied. Here T is independent of Wmin and 8P(t) 
denotes frequencies of signals. The frequencies difference 
is assumed to be uniformly bounded 

j81(-r) - 82 (-r) I ~ /);.w , V-r E [O,T]. (3) 

Requirements {2) and (3) are obviously satisfied for the 
tuning of two high-frequency oscillators with close fre
quencies (Best (2007); Kroupa {2003)]. Let us introduce 

- .!. o = wmln Consider relations 

18P(-r) -8P(t) 1 ~/);.Q,p=1,2 , 
lt --rl ~o, V-r,tE [O,T ), 

(4) 

where /);.Q is independent of o and t . Condit ions {2)-(4) 
mean that the functions 8P(-r) are almost constant and 
the functions fP (8P(-r)) are rapidly oscillating on small 
intervals [t, t + o]. 

The boundedness of derivative of 1(t) implies 
lf(-r) - 1(t) l =O(o), lt--r l ~o, V-r, tE (O,T) . (5) 

Consider two block diagrams shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

filter 

Fig. 5. Physical model of PLL with squarer in space of 
signals. 

ll'!ti ~ 'Plll'lt!-Ol'tP , loop GI~ 

e'(t) filter 

Fig. 6. Model in space of signals' phases. 

characteristic cp(O). The phases ()1 •2 (t) are the inputs of 
PD block and the function cp(81(t) - ()2(t)) is the output. 
The waveform of phase detector characteristic depends on 
the waveforms of input signals. 

In both diagrams the loop filters are the same. They 
have the same impulse transient function 1(t) and the 
same initial conditions. The slave oscillator inputs are the 
functions g(t) and G(t), respectively. 

The signal J8(81(t))J2(82 (t)) and the function cp(01(t) -
()2(t)) are the inputs of the same loop filters with the same 
impulse response function 1(t) and with the same initial 
state. The outputs of loop filters are the functions g(t) and 
G(t), respectively. By {1) , one can obtain g(t) and G(t): 

Then, by the approaches, outlined in [Leonov {2008)] and 
[Kuznetsov et al. (2011c,b, 2010)], the following result can 
be rigorously mathematically proved. 

Based on the (2) , for convenience, we introduce the follow
ing notation 

Theorem. Let conditions (2)-(5) be satisfied and 

1 
00 

( cp(O) = 2 ~ (Afar+ Bf bf) cos(l8)+ 

(Afbf - Bf af) sin(l())), 

Af = ~ f (a;,.(a;,.+l + a;,._1) + b;,.(bm+k + b;,._k)) 
m=l 

Bf = ~ f (a;,.(b;,.+l - b;,._i) - b;,.(am+k + a;,._k)) 
m=l 

(8) 

Then the fallowing relation 

IG(t) - g (t) I = 0(8) , Vt E (0, T] (9) 

In Fig. 6 ()1•2 (t) are shown the phases of oscillations 
f 1•2 (81•2(t)) . Here phase detector is nonlinear block with is valid. 



3.1 Phase detector characteristics examples 

f (8) = sin(8) , f (8) = sin(28) , <p(8) = - 4 sin(28) 

o g~ o:~~ 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

00 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

f 1(8) = -$r I: (2n :_ l)2 cos ({2n - 1)0) , 
n = l 
00 

/2(8) = :, I: (2n :_ l)2 cos ((4n - 2)0) , 
n = l 
00 

<p(8) = ;~ I: (4n~2)• cos ((4n - 2)0) 
n = l 

1 
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0 
·0.5 

·1 ~~~~~~~ 
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~E3 
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J1·2(8) = -~ f ~sin (n8) , 
n=l 

00 

<p(8) = - ;, I: ~.sin (n8) 
n = l 

~VV\J 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

f (8) = sin(O) , f (8) = sgnsin(28), 
<p(8) = -~ sin(28) 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

f 1(8) = :, f (2n :_ l}2 cos ({2n - 1)0) , 
n = l 

/2(8) = sin(20) , <p(8) = - :, sin(28) 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

00 

o ~~ 
0 5 fJ. v v. v .v i .1 ~~~~~~~ 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

f 1(8) = -$r I: (2n :_ l)2 cos ({2n - 1)0) , 
n = l 

/2(8) = sgnsin(20) , <p(8) = ;~ f cosg~2~;j!)9) 
n=l 

~RSMN 
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4. EQUAT IONS OF P LL WITH SQUARER IN SPACE 
OF SIGNALS' PHASES 

From the obtained results it follows that block-scheme 
(Fig. 1) of PLL wit h squarer in space of signals (for high
frequency generators) can be asymptotically changed to 
block-scheme in space of signals' phases (Fig. 7) . 

Here P D is a phase detector with the corresponding char
acteristics <p(8) . One should make a remark concerning the 
derivation of differential equations of P LL with squarer. 

Note that, by assumption, t he control law of tunable 
oscillators is linear: 

Fig. 7. Phase-locked loop with phase detector 

1P(t) = w2 + LG(t) . {10) 
Here w2 is a free-running frequency of t unable oscillator , 
L is a certain number, and G(t) is a control signal, which 
is a loop filter output (Fig. 6) . T hus, the equation of PLL 
with squarer is as follows 

82(t) = w2+ 
t 

+L( ao(t) + j 1(t - -r)<p(81(-r) - 82 (-r )) d-r). 
0 

{11) 

Assuming t hat input signal carrier is such that 01(t) = w1, 

one can obtain t he following equation for P LL with squarer 

(81(t) - 82(t)) '+ 
t 

+L( ao(t) +j1(t - -r)<p(81(-r) - 82 (-r))d-r) = 
0 

= w1 - w2, 

which is an equation of classical P LL. 

{12) 

The analysis of P LL with squarer models is based on 
the theory of phase synchronization. Modification of di
rect Lyapunov method with the construction of periodic 
Lyapunov-like functions, t he method of posit ively invari
ant cone grids, and the method of nonlocal reduction 
t urned out to be most effective (Leonov et al. {1996); 
Kudrewicz and Wasowicz (2007) ; Leonov et al. {2009)]. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper an effective approach, based on construc
tion of mathematical model in space of signals' phases, 
to investigation of phase-locked loop with squarer is dis
cussed. Mathematical model of P LL with squarer for non
sinusoidal signals is constructed and new classes of phase 
detector characteristics are computed for the first time. 
Methods for rigorous mathematical analysis are discussed. 
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Abstract— This article is devoted to simulation of classical
phase-locked loop (PLL). Based on new analytical method
for computation of phase detector characteristics (PD), an
realization in Simulink for simulation of classical PLL in phase
space for general types of signal waveforms is done. This enables
to avoid a number of numerical problems in the simulation of
PLL in signal.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various methods for theoretical and numerical analysis
of phase-locked loops are well developed by engineers and
considered in many publications (see, e.g., [1]–[4]), but the
problems of construction of adequate nonlinear models and
nonlinear analysis of such models are still far from being
resolved.

As noted by D. Abramovitch in his keynote talk at
American Control Conference [5], the main tendency in
a modern literature on analysis of stability and design of
PLL [6]–[9] is the use of simplified linearized models, the
application of the methods of linear analysis, a rule of thumb,
and simulation. However it is known that the application of
linearization methods and linear analysis for control systems
can lead to untrue results and, therefore, requires special
justifications. In 50-60s of last century the investigations
of widely known Markus-Yamabe’s, Aizerman’s conjecture
(Aizerman problem) and Kalman’s conjecture (Kalman prob-
lem) on absolute stability have led to the finding of hidden
oscillations (which can not be found by the above methods)
in automatic control systems with scalar piecewise-linear
nonlinearity, which belongs to the sector of linear stability
(see, e.g., [10]–[13] and others).

Standard numerical analysis also often can not reveal
nontrivial regimes. In 1961, Gubar’ [14] showed analytically
the possibility of existence of hidden oscillation in two-
dimensional system of phase locked-loop with piecewise-
constant impulse nonlinearity. In the system considered from
computational point of view all trajectories tend to equilibria,
but, in fact, there is a bounded domain of attraction only.
Recently the chaotic hidden oscillations (hidden attractors —
a basin of attraction of which does not contain neighborhoods
of equilibria) were discovered [15]–[19], in electronic Chua’s
circuit. Hidden attractors can not be found by standard
computational procedure (in which after transient process
a trajectory, started from a point in a neighborhood of

equilibrium, reaches an oscillation and identifies it). Also
investigation of bifurcations in phase locked-loop requires
development and application of special numerical procedures
[20]–[22].

Simulation of PLL can be performed in signal/time domain
or in phase-frequency domain. Full simulation of PLL in
signal/time domain is rare because of nonlinearities of phase
detectors and high frequencies of considered signals. Accord-
ing to D. Abramovitch [23], [24]:“Generally, a simulation

step size, which is small enough to clearly observe the

dynamics of the phase detector, makes it difficult to observe

the dynamics of the entire loop.”

There is another approach, which allows one to sim-
ulate PLL systems in phase-frequency domain, consider
only slow time scale and significantly reduces simulation
time. But such consideration requires justification. Here for
constructing an adequate nonlinear mathematical model of
PLL in phase-frequency domain it is necessary to find a
characteristic of phase detector. This characteristic depends
on the realization of phase detector and the types of signals at
the input. The characteristics of phase detector for harmonic
and square wave signals are well known to engineers [1], [4],
[5]. However, in a number of applications a non-sinusoidal
signal must be considered [25]–[28]. Below, following [29]–
[32], an effective approach for simulation of classical PLL
in phase-frequency domain for general class of signals is
considered.

II. MATHEMATICAL EXPLANATION OF SIMULATION IN

PHASE-FREQUENCY DOMAIN

As mentioned above, PLL simulation in phase-frequency
domain is highly efficient but strongly depends on signal
waveforms and requires some mathematical justification.

In this section the required clarification, providing phase-
detector characteristics for wide class of signal waveforms,
is made.

Consider a passage of product of high-frequency oscilla-
tions through linear filter (Fig. 1).
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f'(O'(t))ft(/(t)) 

Fi lter 

Fig. I. PLL in signal spare 

The signals / 1 (t'.l1(t)) and f 2 (82 (t)) are high-frequency 
oscillations [30], [33], [34] (the signals of master and slave 
generators, respectively); block ® denotes an analog multi
plier. The output of multiplier is connected with the Low Pass 
Filter (LPF, Loop Filter). The output of filter g( t ) is used as 
a control signal for slave oscillator (VCO) frequency. 

Consider a Fourier series segment of signal waveforms 
J l ,2(t'J): 

M 

JP(8) = 2:: (af cos(i8)+/Jfsin(it'.l)) , p= l ,2. (1) 
i=l 

Assume that for phases of signals 8P(t) the following 
condition 

BP(t) 2: Wmin, P = {1, 2} (2) 

is valid, where Wmin is sufficiently large. Here Wmin is the 
low boundary of frequency range of signals. Following [29], 
[35], the number M should be chosen such that 

00 1 
i~ { af cos( it'.l) + bf sin( it'.l)) ~ Vwmin · (3) 

For smooth functions the estimation M 2: .jwmin guaranties 
this condition. 

The frequency difference is assumed to be uniformly 
bounded 

Here Tis independent of Wmin, BP(t) are signal frequencies. 
Introduce the following notation 

Consider the relations 

0 = - 1- . 
.Jwmin 

(5) 

nonlinear block with the output <p(t'.l 1(t) - 82 (t)), where 

1 
00 

( <p(t'.l) = 2 L (aJat + bf bf) cos(l8)+ 
l=l 

+ (bf a[ - atb~) sin(lt'.l)). 

The characteristics and initial states of filters, shown in Fig. I 
and Fig. 2, coincide. Then one can mathematically prove 
[29}-[31] that under conditions (1)-(6) 

G(t) - g(t) ~ 0. (!) 

For general class of signals, relation (7) permits one to 
prooeed simulation of PLL in phase-frequency domain. 

III. SIMULATION MODEL 

Let us demonstrate how the formulated above result allows 
one to improve simulation of PLL. For this purpose we 
consider several models of PLL: in phase-frequency domain, 
in signal/time domain, and linear model. Here it is assumed 
that the output signals of VCO and mast.er oscillators have 
sawtooth and triangular waveforms (other waveforms can be 
analyzed in a similar manner). 

Consider Matlab Simulink model of PLL in the signal/time 
domain shown in Fig. 3. Here we have standard Simulink 

""' '" CUI 

Maslefoscilator 
loop Alter 

D 

·-D 
"""" '" 

YOO signal voo 

Fig. 3. Matlab Simulink model of PLL in signal/time domain 

blocks: Product as a phase detector, feedback and VCO 
signal scopes for collecting results of simulation, master 
oscillator (Fig. 4), and VCO and Loop Filter subsystems. 

Fig. 4. Master oscillator design 

IOP(-r) - OP(t)I ~ ~n, P = 1, 2 , 

lt --rl ~ o, \:/-r, t E [O,TJ, 
(6) Loop filter design is shown in Fig. 5. It consists of a block 

with .!1 transfer function. VCO block has straight forward 

where ~n is independent of o and t . 
Consider now a block-scheme in Fig. 2. Here PD is a 

<p(O'(t)- (J'(t)) 

Fig. 2. PLL in phase-frequency domain 

in Out 

Fig. 5. Loop Filter block 

structure (Fig. 6). Interpreted MATLAB Fen block represents 
an output signal wavefonn In the considered case it is equal 
to -sawtooth(u, 0.5) (-sawtooth(u) for master oscillator) 
function. 
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1----.., lnltrp1eltd 
MATLA8Fet1 

lrilngular 

Gain 

Fig. 6. VCO 

In phase-frequency domain we have the same filter and 
scopes, the oscillator outputs are equal to phases of signals 
(Fig. 7). 

Out 

PO Loop Filer ,__ __ o 

loodbaick 

D---~~------<•,.,. "' 
VOOphase vco 

Fig. 7. Phase-frequency domain model 

For sawtooth signal the Fourier coefficients take the form 

!func t ion y - fcn( u) 
%tcodogon 

4 - y = O; 
5 fo r i=l :10 
6 - y = y + s i n((2' i - l )'u)/(2' i - l )/(2' i - l )/(2' i - l ) ; 
7 end 
8 - y = 8'y/pi / pi / pi; 

Fig. 9. MATLAB code 

Then the linearized PD characteristics are equal to 

<p(81 - o2) ~ coi - o2)~ f 1 = .!.coi - o2). 
'/[3 l=l (2l - 1)2 '/[ 

( 11) 

Fig. JO. Linear model of Phase Detector 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

f 1(8) = ~ ~ ~sin(i8), 
'/f~ t 

i=l 

Simulation parameters are shown in Table I. Since it is im
possible to compute infinite sum of series in (7), only the first 

(8) M terms of the sum are taken into the account. In Fig. 11 is 

a} = 0, b1 = ~. 
' in 

Triangular signal has the following coefficients 

!2(8) = :2 f (2i ~ 1)2 cos((2i - 1)8), 
•=1 

2 8 ~) 
°'2i -1 = (2i - 1 )2n2 ' 

~i = 0, bi = 0, i E N. 

PD block reafu:es the phase detector characteristic function 
<p(81 -82 ) (Fig. 8). Corresponding MATLAB Function code 

111ec1 ... 1f---G:) 
"" Out 

in1 

Fig. 8. PD S imulink block 

is shown in Fig. 9. 
Consider now linear model of PLL. It differs from sig

nal/time domain model in PD design, which is shown in 
Fig. 10. By (!), phase detector characteristic is equal to 

1 2 8~ 1 •( 1 2) <p(8 -8 ) = 7f3 ~ (2l _ l)3 SID (2l-1)(8 -8 ) . ( 10) 

TABLE I 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

VCO frequency 99Hz 
OSCmasi..r frequency J()()Hz 

Filter transfer function _!.__ 
l +s 

VCO input gain JO 
Simulated time 20 seconds 

M IU 

shown the outputs of filters in both domains (signal/time and 
phase-frequency) simultaneously. Oscillating curve in the 
background corresponds to feedback in signal/time domain 
and thick line in the foreground corresponds to feedback in 
phase-frequency domain. As we can see, even for M small 
enough these curves are almost identical. But simulation in 
signal/time domain takes significant time (about 10 minutes) 
even for relatively low frequencies while phase-frequency 
domain simulation is almost instantaneous. 

For the same pararnet.ers, linear model behaviour is quite 
different. In Fig. 12 are shown simulation results of both 
signal/time domain and linear models. These results highly 
differ from each other, comparing to the case of phase
frequency domain. 

As mentioned above, simulation in signal/time domain 
with high frequency signals takes significant time and com
putational power. So, in the following example the simulation 
in phase-frequency domain is fulfilled only. Table II shows 
simulation parameters. 
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Fig. 11. SignaVtime and phase-frequency domains models simulation. 
Filter output 
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Fig. 12. SignaVtime domain and linear models simulation. Filter output 

TABLED 

SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

VCO frequency 10" + lHz 
OSCmaster frequency l O" Hz (I Ghz) 

Filter transfer function L+• 
V CO input gain JO 
Simulated time 20 seconds 

M JO 

The results are shown in Fig. 13. Simulation takes Jess 
than a second. 

CONCLUS ION 

Based on new analytical method for computation of phase 
detector characteristics, an realization in Simulink for sim
ulation of classical PLL in phase space for general types 
of signal waveforms is considered. This enables to avoid a 
number of numerical problems in the simulation of PLL in 
signal. Corresponding numerical examples are presented. 

. 

" 

\ ' ... 

I 
v 

• ..... 

J 

Fig. 13. Phase-frequency domain simulation for I Ghz signals. Filter output 
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Analytical Method for Computation of
Phase-Detector Characteristic

G. A. Leonov, N. V. Kuznetsov, M. V. Yuldashev, and R. V. Yuldashev

Abstract—Discovery of undesirable hidden oscillations, which
cannot be found by simulation, in models of phase-locked loop
(PLL) showed the importance of development and application of
analytical methods for the analysis of such models. Approaches
to a rigorous nonlinear analysis of analog PLL with multiplier
phase detector (classical PLL) and linear filter are discussed. An
effective analytical method for computation of multiplier/mixer
phase-detector characteristics is proposed. For various waveforms
of high-frequency signals, new classes of phase-detector character-
istics are obtained, and dynamical model of PLL is constructed.

Index Terms—Analog integrated circuits, nonlinear analysis,
phase-detector characteristic, phase-locked loop (PLL).

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISCOVERY OF undesirable hidden oscillations [1],
which cannot be found by simulation, in phase-locked

loop (PLL) models [2] showed the importance of development
and application of analytical methods for the analysis of such
models. To carry out the nonlinear analysis of PLL, it is nec-
essary to consider PLL models in signal and phase–frequency
spaces [3]–[6]. For constructing an adequate nonlinear mathe-
matical model of PLL in phase–frequency space, it is neces-
sary to find the characteristic of phase detector (PD) (PD is
a nonlinear element used in PLL to match tunable signals).
The PD inputs are high-frequency signals of reference and
tunable oscillators, and the output contains a low-frequency
error correction signal, corresponding to a phase difference of
input signals. For the suppression of high-frequency component
at PD output (if such component exists), a low-pass filter is
applied. The characteristic of PD is a function defining a de-
pendence of signal at the output of PD (in the phase–frequency
space) on the phase difference of signals at the input of PD. PD
characteristic depends on the realization of PD and waveforms
of input signals.

The characteristics of classical PD—multiplier for typical
sinusoidal signal waveforms are well known to engineers [3],
[7]–[10].

Furthermore, following [11], on the examples of PD in the
form of multiplier, the general principles of computing the PD
characteristics for various types of signals, based on a rigorous
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of PLL on the level of electronic realization.

mathematical analysis of high-frequency oscillations [12], [13],
will be considered.

II. DESCRIPTION OF CLASSICAL PLL IN SIGNAL SPACE

Consider classical PLL on the level of electronic realization
(Fig. 1).

Here, OSCmaster is a master oscillator, and OSCslave is
a slave oscillator [tunable voltage-control oscillator (VCO)],
which generate oscillations f

p(t) = f
p(✓p(t)), p = 1, 2 with

✓
p(t) as phases, correspondingly.

The block
N

is a multiplier (used as PD) of oscillations
f

1(t) and f
2(t), and the signal f

1(t)f2(t) is its output. The
relation between the input ⇠(t) and the output �(t) of linear
filter is as follows:

�(t) = ↵0(t) +

tZ

0

�(t � ⌧)⇠(⌧)d⌧ (1)

where �(t) is an impulse response function of filter and ↵0(t)
is an exponentially damped function depending on the initial
data of filter at moment t = 0. By assumption, �(t) is a differ-
entiable function with bounded derivative (this is true for the
most considered filters [9]).

A. High-Frequency Property of Signals

Suppose that the waveforms f
1,2(✓) are bounded 2⇡-periodic

piecewise differentiable functions1 (this is true for the most
considered waveforms). Consider Fourier series representation
of such functions

f
p(✓)=

1X

i=1

(ap
i sin(i✓) + b

p
i cos(i✓)) , p=1, 2

a
p
i =

1

⇡

⇡Z

�⇡

f
p(✓) sin(i✓)d✓ b

p
i =

1

⇡

⇡Z

�⇡

f
p(✓) cos(i✓)d✓.

A high-frequency property of signals can be reformulated
in the following way. By assumption, the phases ✓

p(t) are
smooth functions (this means that frequencies are changing
continuously, which is corresponding to classical PLL analysis

1The functions with a finite number of jump discontinuity points differen-
tiable on their continuity intervals.

1549-7747/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Multiplier and filter; PD and filter.

[9], [10]). Suppose also that there exists a sufficiently large
number !min such that the following conditions are satisfied
on the fixed time interval [0, T ]:

✓̇
p(⌧) � !min > 0, p = 1, 2 (2)

where T is independent of !min and ✓̇
p(t) denotes frequencies

of signals. The frequencies difference is assumed to be uni-
formly bounded

���✓̇1(⌧) � ✓̇
2(⌧)

���  �!, 8⌧ 2 [0, T ]. (3)

Requirements (2) and (3) are obviously satisfied for the tuning
of two high-frequency oscillators with close frequencies [9],
[10]. Let us introduce � = !

�(1/2)
min . Consider the relations

���✓̇p(⌧) � ✓̇
p(t)

���  �⌦, p = 1, 2

|t � ⌧ |  �, 8⌧, t 2 [0, T ] (4)

where �⌦ is independent of � and t. Conditions (2)–(4) mean
that the functions ✓̇

p(⌧) are almost constant and the functions
f

p(✓p(⌧)) are rapidly oscillating on small intervals [t, t + �].
The boundedness of derivative of �(t) implies

|�(⌧) � �(t)| = O(�) |t � ⌧ |  �, 8⌧, t 2 [0, T ]. (5)

III. PHASE-DETECTOR CHARACTERISTIC COMPUTATION

Consider the two block diagrams shown in Fig. 2. Here, PD is
a nonlinear block with characteristic '(✓). The phases ✓

p(t) are
PD block inputs, and the output is a function '(✓1(t) � ✓

2(t)).
The PD characteristic '(✓) depends on the waveforms of input
signals f

p(✓).
The signal f

1(✓1(t))f2(✓2(t)) and the function '(✓1(t) �
✓
2(t)) are the inputs of the same filters with the same impulse

response function �(t) and with the same initial state. The
outputs of filters are functions g(t) and G(t), respectively. By
(1), one can obtain g(t) and G(t)

g(t) = ↵0(t) +

tZ

0

�(t � ⌧)f1
�
✓
1(⌧)

�
f

2
�
✓
2(⌧)

�
d⌧

G(t) = ↵0(t) +

tZ

0

�(t � ⌧)'
�
✓
1(⌧) � ✓

2(⌧)
�
d⌧. (6)

Then, using the approaches outlined in [11] and [14]–[16],
the following result can be proved.

Theorem 1: Let conditions (2)–(5) be satisfied and

'(✓)=
1

2

1X

l=1

��
a
1
l a

2
l +b

1
l b

2
l

�
cos(l✓)+

�
a
1
l b

2
l �b

1
l a

2
l

�
sin(l✓)

�
.

(7)

Then, the following relation:

|g(t) � G(t)| = O(�), 8t 2 [0, T ]

is valid.
Proof: Suppose that t 2 [0, T ]. Consider the difference

g(t) � G(t) =

tZ

0

�(t � s)
⇥
f

1
�
✓
1(s)

�
f

2
�
✓
2(s)

�

�'
�
✓
1(s) � ✓

2(s)
�⇤

ds. (8)

Suppose that there exists m 2 N [ {0} such that t 2 [m�, (m +
1)�]. By definition of �, we have m < (T/�) + 1. The continu-
ity condition implies that �(t) is bounded on [0, T ] and f

1(✓)
and f

2(✓) are bounded on R. Since f
1,2(✓) are piecewise-

differentiable, one can obtain

a
1,2
i = O

✓
1

i

◆
b
1,2
i = O

✓
1

i

◆
. (9)

Hence, '(✓) converges uniformly, and '(✓) is continuous,
piecewise differentiable, and bounded. Then, the following
estimates:

(m+1)�Z

t

�(t � s)f1
�
✓
1(s)

�
f

2
�
✓
2(s)

�
ds = O(�)

(m+1)�Z

t

�(t � s)'
�
✓
1(s) � ✓

2(s)
�
ds = O(�).

are satisfied. It follows that (8) can be represented as

g(t)�G(t)=
mX

k=0

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

�(t�s)

⇥
⇥
f

1
�
✓
1(s)

�
f

2
�
✓
2(s)

�
�'

�
✓
1(s)�✓

2(s)
�⇤

ds+O(�). (10)

Prove now that, on each interval [k�, (k + 1)�], the corre-
sponding integrals are equal to O(�2).

Condition (5) implies that, on each interval [k�, (k + 1)�],
the following relation:

�(t � s) = �(t � k�) + O(�), t > s; s, t 2 [k�, (k+1)�] .
(11)

is valid. Here, O(�) is independent of k, and the relation is
satisfied uniformly with respect to t. By (10), (11), and the
boundedness of f

1(✓), f2(✓), and '(✓), it can be obtained that

g(t)�G(t)=
mX

k=0

�(t�k�)

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

⇥
⇥
f

1
�
✓
1(s)

�
f

2
�
✓
2(s)

�
�'

�
✓
1(s)�✓

2(s)
�⇤

ds+O(�). (12)

Denote

✓
p
k(s) = ✓

p(k�) + ✓̇
p(k�)(s � k�), p = 1, 2.

Then, for s 2 [k�, (k + 1)�], condition (4) yields

✓
p(s) = ✓

p
k(s) + O(�).
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From (3) and the boundedness of derivative '(✓) on R, it
follows that

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

��'
�
✓
1(s)�✓

2(s)
�
�'

�
✓
1
k(s)�✓

2
k(s)

��� ds=O(�2).

(13)

If f
1(✓) and f

2(✓) are continuous on R, then, for
f

1(✓1(s))f2(✓2(s)), one obtains the following relation:
Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

f
1
�
✓
1(s)

�
f

2
�
✓
2(s)

�
ds

=

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

f
1
�
✓
1
k(s)

�
f

2
�
✓
2
k(s)

�
ds + O

✓
1

�2

◆
. (14)

Let us consider why this estimate is valid for the consid-
ered class of piecewise differentiable waveforms. Since the
conditions (2) and (4) are satisfied and the functions ✓

1,2(s)
are differentiable and satisfy (3), for all k = 0, . . . , m, there
exist sets Ek [the union of sufficiently small neighborhoods of
discontinuity points of f

1,2(t)] such that the following relation
takes place:

R
Ek

ds = O(�2), in which case the relation is
satisfied uniformly with respect to k. Then, from the piecewise
differentiability and the boundedness of f

1,2(✓), it can be
proved (14).

By (14) and (13), relation (12) can be rewritten as

g(t)�G(t)=
mX

k=0

�(t�k�)

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]⇥
f

1
�
✓
1
k(s)
�
f

2
�
✓
2
k(s)
�
�'
�
✓
1
k(s)�✓

2
k(s)
�⇤
ds+O(�)

=
mX

k=0

�(t�k�)

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]" 1X

i=1

a
1
i cos

�
i✓

1
k(s)

�
+b

1
i sin

�
i✓

1
k(s)

�
!

⇥

0

@
1X

j=1

a
2
j cos

�
j✓

2
k(s)

�
+b

2
j sin

�
j✓

2
k(s)

�
1

A

�'
�
✓
1
k(s)�✓

2
k(s)

�
#
ds+O(�). (15)

Since the conditions (2)–(4) are satisfied, it is possible to choose
O(1/�) of sufficiently small time intervals of length O(�3),
outside of which the functions f

p(✓p(t)) and f
p(✓p

k(t)) are con-
tinuous. It is known that, on each interval, which has no discon-
tinuity points, Fourier series of the functions f

1(✓) and f
2(✓)

converge uniformly. Then, there exists a number M = M(�) >

0 such that, outside sufficiently small neighborhoods of discon-
tinuity points of f

p(✓p(t)) and f
p(✓p

k(t)), the sum of the first M
series terms approximates the original function with accuracy
to O(�). In this case, by relation (15) and the boundedness of
f

1(✓) and f
2(✓) on R, it can be obtained

g(t) � G(t) =
mX

k=0

�(t � k�)

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

MX

i=1

MX

j=1

⇥
⇥
µi,j(s) � '

�
✓
1
k(s) � ✓

2
k(s)

�⇤
ds + O(�) (16)

where

µi,j(s) =
1

2

✓�
a
1
i a

2
j + b

1
i b

2
j

�
cos(i✓1 � j✓

2)

+
�
�a

1
i b

2
j + b

1
i a

2
j

�
sin(i✓1 � j✓

2)

+
�
�b

1
i b

2
j + a

1
i a

2
j

�
cos(i✓1 + j✓

2)

+
�
a
1
i b

2
j + b

1
i a

2
j

�
sin(i✓1 + j✓

2)

◆
.

From definition of � and (9), it follows that, 8i 2 N, j 2 N
Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

1

i
cos (j(!mins + c0)) ds =

O(�2)

ij
(17)

is valid. Taking into account (17) and (2), one obtains the
estimate

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

b
p
j cos (j✓p

k(s)) ds =
O(�2)

j2
.

Similar estimate is also valid for the addends with sin.
Consider the addend involving cos(i✓1

k(s) + j✓
2
k(s)) in

µi,j(s). By (2), it can be obtained i✓̇
1(k�) + j✓̇

2(k�) � (i +
j)!min. Then, (17) yields the following relation:

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

cos
⇣
i

⇣
✓
1(k�) + ✓̇

1(k�)(s � k�)
⌘

+ j

⇣
✓
2(k�) + ✓̇

2(k�)(s � k�)
⌘⌘

ds

=

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

cos
⇣⇣

i✓̇
1(k�)+j✓̇

2(k�)
⌘
s+i✓

1(k�)+j✓
2(k�)

� i

⇣
i✓̇

1(k�) + j✓̇
2(k�)

⌘
k�

⌘
ds

= O

✓
�
2

i + j

◆
. (18)

Then

MX

i=1

MX

j=1

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

�b
1
i b

2
j +a

1
i a

2
j

2
cos
�
i
�
✓
1
k(s)

�
+j
�
✓
2
k(s)

��
ds

=
MX

i=1

MX

j=1

O(�2)

ij(I+j)
.

The convergence of series
P1

i=1

P1
j=1(1/ij(i + j)) implies

that the above expression is O(�2). Obviously, a similar relation
occurs for the addend sin(i✓1

k(s) + j✓
2
k(s)).

Thus, by (16)
g(t) � G(t)

=
mX

k=0

�(t � k�)

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]"
MX

i=1

MX

j=1

 
a
1
i a

2
j + b

1
i b

2
j

2
cos
�
i✓

1
k(s) � j✓

2
k(s)

�

+
a
1
i b

2
j � b

1
i a

2
j

2
sin
�
i✓

1
k(s) � j✓

2
k(s)

�
!

� '
�
✓
1
k(s) � ✓

2
k(s)

�
#
ds + O(�).
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Note that, here, the addends with indices i = j give, in
sum, '(✓1

k(s) � ✓
2
k(s)) with accuracy to O(�). Consider the

addends with indices i < j, involving cos (for the addends
with indices i > j, involving sin, similar relations are satisfied).
By (3), similar to (18), the following relation:

MX

i=2

i�1X

j=1

a
1
i a

2
j +b

1
i b

2
j

2

Z

[k�,(k+1)�]

cos
�
i
�
✓
1
k(s)

�
�j
�
✓
2
k(s)

��
ds

=
MX

i=2

i�1X

j=1

O(�2)O

✓
1

ij|i � j|

◆

=O(�2).

is valid. The proof of theorem is completed. ⌅
Roughly speaking, this theorem separates low-frequency

error-correcting signal from parasite high-frequency oscilla-
tions. This result was known to engineers [9] for sinusoidal
signals only.

This theorem, for example, allows one to compute a PD char-
acteristic for the following typical signals [9] shown in the table
hereinafter. The waveforms f

1,2(✓) of input signals are shown
in the left diagram, and the corresponding PD characteristic
'(✓) is plotted in the right one.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF CLASSICAL PLL IN

PHASE–FREQUENCY SPACE

From the mathematical point of view, a linear filter can be
described [9] by a system of linear differential equations

ẋ = Ax + b⇠(t) � = c
⇤
x (19)

a solution of which takes the form (1). Here, A is a constant
matrix, x(t) is a state vector of filter, and b and c are constant
vectors.

The model of tunable generator is usually assumed to be
linear [9], [10]

✓̇
2(t) = !

2
free + LG(t), t 2 [0, T ] (20)

where !
2
free is a free-running frequency of tunable generator and

L is an oscillator gain. Here, it is also possible to use nonlinear
models of VCO; see, e.g., [17] and [18].

Suppose that the frequency of master generator is constant
✓̇
1(t) ⌘ !

1. Equation of tunable generator (20) and equation of
filter (19), yield

ẋ=Ax+bf
1
�
✓
1(t)

�
f

2
�
✓
2(t)

�
✓̇
2 =!

2
free+Lc

⇤
x. (21)

The system (21) is nonautonomous and rather difficult for
investigation [4]. Here, Theorem 1 allows one to study more
simple autonomous system of differential equations [in place
of nonautonomous (21)]

ẋ = Ax + b'(�✓) �✓̇ = !
2
free � !

1 + Lc
⇤
x

�✓ = ✓
2 � ✓

1
. (22)

Well-known averaging method [19]–[21] allows one to show
that solutions of (21) and (22) are close under some as-
sumptions. Thus, by Theorem 1, the block scheme of PLL
in signal space (Fig. 1) can be asymptotically changed [for
high-frequency generators, see conditions (2)–(4)] to the block
scheme on the level of phase–frequency relations (Fig. 3).

In Fig. 3, PD has the corresponding characteristics. Thus,
using asymptotic analysis of high-frequency oscillations, the
characteristics of PD can be computed. Methods of nonlinear
analysis for this model are well developed [4].
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Fig. 3. Block scheme of PLL in phase–frequency space.

Fig. 4. !2
free = 99 Hz, !1 = 100 Hz, L = 10, filter transfer functions

1/(s + 1), and triangle waveforms.

The simulation approach for PLL analysis and design, based
on the obtained analytical results, is discussed in [22].

It should be noted that, instead of conditions (3) and (5) for
simulations of real system, one has to consider the following
conditions:

|�!| ⌧ !min |�A| ⌧ !min

where �A is the largest (in modulus) eigenvalue of the matix
A. Also, for the correctness of transition from relation (8) to
relation (12), one has to consider T ⌧ !min. Theoretical results
are justified by simulation of PLL model in phase–frequency
space and signal space (Fig. 4). Unlike the filter output for the
phase–frequency model, the output of the filter for signal space
PLL model contains additional high-frequcy oscillations. These
high-frequency oscillations interfere with efficient qualitative
analysis and simulation of PLL.

The passage to analysis of autonomous dynamical model of
PLL (in place of the nonautonomous one) allows one to over-
come the aforementioned difficulties, related with modeling
PLL in time domain, which were noted in a survey lecture of
well-known American specialist D. Abramovitch at American
Control Conference, 2008: One has to simultaneously observe
“very fast time scale of the input signals” and “slow time scale
of signal’s phase.”

V. CONCLUSION

The approach, proposed in this brief, allows one (mathemati-
cally rigorously) to compute multiplier PD characteristics in the
general case of signal waveforms and to proceed from analysis
of classical PLL in time space to analysis and simulation in
phase–frequency space. This allows one to effectively simulate
classical PLL.
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Phase locked loops (PLLs) are widely used in radio 
engineering [IO, 15) and computer architectures [I , 2, 
4-9, 11- 13). Nowadays various software and hard
ware implementations of PPLs are used. An advantage 
of software implementations is that they are relatively 
easy to create. However, this limits the maximum pos
sible speed of operation, which is due to the internal 
implementation of the software code [I, 3). A short
coming of hardware implementations is that they 
require a complex nonlinear analysis of PPL models 
[I , 11). Below, we address one aspect of this analysis. 

To construct an adequate nonlinear mathematical 
model of PPLs, we have to determine [I) the charac
teristic of a phase detector (PD), i.e., a nonlinear ele
ment whose input is fed with signals from a reference 
oscillator and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 
and whose output contains a low- frequency correcting 
signal. 

We consider a standard phase detector in the form 
of a signal multiplier [IO, 15). T he approaches 
described in [7, 12) are used to develop a method for 
computing the phase detector characteristics for vari
ous classes of signals. 

Consider the transmission of the product of high
frequency oscillations through a linear filter (Fig. I) . 
Here, ® is the multiplier, /1(01(1)) and /2-(02(1)) are 
high- frequency oscillations (signals produced by the 
reference and VCOs, respectively) with their product 
fed as input into the linear filter (low-frequency filter), 
and g(t) is the output of the filter. 

Assume that/1(0) and.f2(0) are bounded 2rc-peri
odic piecewise differentiable functions (i.e., functions 
with a finite number of jumps that are differentiable on 
their continuity intervals). Then, according to the 
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Lipschitz criterion [14), the Fourier series corre
sponding to/1(0) and.f2(0) converge to function val
ues at continuity points and to the half-sum of the left 
and right limits at discontinuity points. Recall that 
functions different at a finite number of points are 

equivalent in L! _,,, nJ . T herefore, /1(0) and / 2(0) are 
considered with the values at discontinuity points 
indicated by the Lipschitz criterion; i.e., 

"' 
/(0) = c'+:L(a~sin (i0)+b~cos(i0)), 

I = I 

"' 
/(0) = c

2
+ :L<a~sin (i0)+b~cos(i0)), 

I = I 

n 

a'; = ~ f!P(x )sin(ix)dx, ( 1) 

-n 

n 

b~ = ~ f!P(x )cos(ix)dx, 

-n 

n 

~ = ~ f!P(x)dx, p e { I, 2}, i e N. 

-n 

Filter 

VCO 

Fig. I. Multiplier and the filter. 
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The properties of Fourier coefficients for piecewise
differentiable functions [14] imply the estimates

(2)

The input ξ(t) and the output σ(t) of the linear filter
are related by the formula

(3)

where α0(t) is an exponentially decaying function
depending linearly on the initial state of the filter at t = 0
and γ(t) is the impulsive transition function of the lin!
ear filter (α0(t) and γ(t) are hereafter assumed to be dif!
ferentiable functions with bounded derivatives). Then,
according to (3), the function g(t) has the form

(4)

Let θ1(t) and θ2(t) be given by

where ω1(t) and ω2(t) are positive differentiable func!
tions, while ψ1 and ψ2 are constants. Based on the
assumptions about ω1(t) and ω2(t) made above, ωp(t)
can be treated as the frequencies; θp(t), as the phases;
and ψp, as the initial phase shifts of the reference oscil!
lator and VCO at times corresponding to transient
processes.

Let us formulate the high!frequency properties of
the oscillators. On a fixed time interval [0, T], which
can be divided into small subintervals of the form
[τ, τ + δ], we have

(5)

where C is a constant independent of δ or τ. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the boundedness of
the derivative of γ(t) implies the similar relation

(6)

Suppose that there exists a number R such that

(7)

Assume that the frequency difference is uniformly
bounded:

(8)

Here, C1 is independent of δ.
It follows from (6) and (7) that, at short time inter!

vals, ωp(t) is “almost a constant,” and its value is suffi!
ciently large.

Now consider the 2π!periodic function
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It follows from (2) that this series uniformly converges,
while ϕ(θ) is continuous and bounded on ".

Consider the block diagram shown in Fig. 2. Here,
PD is a nonlinear phase detector with the output
ϕ(θ1(t) – θ2(t)) and G(t) is the output of the filter,
which, according to (3), is given by

(10)

Theorem 1. If conditions (5)–(8) hold, then, in the
same initial state of the filter, we have

(11)

Proof. Let t ∈ [0, T]. Consider the difference

(12)

Let K ∈ ! be the smallest positive integer such that

[0, T] ⊂ kδ, (k + 1)δ]. Let m ∈ ! be such that

t ∈ [mδ, (m + 1)δ]. Without loss of generality, assume

that (m + 1)δ ≤ T. Clearly, m = m(δ) = O . In what

follows, let k ≤ m. The continuity condition implies
that γ(t) is bounded on [0, T]. Moreover, f 1(θ), f 2(θ),
and ϕ(θ) are bounded on ". Then

(13)

It follows that (12) can be represented as
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Fig. 2. Phase detector and the filter.
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(14)
Conditions (6) imply that, on each of the intervals

[kδ, (k + 1)δ], we have

(15)

which holds uniformly in t and O(δ) is independent
of k. Then, using (14), (15), and the boundedness of
f 1(θ), f 2(θ), and ϕ(θ), we obtain

(16)
Define

(17)

Since ϕ(θ) is continuous and bounded on ", it is true
that

(18)

By assumption, f 1(θ) and f 2(θ) are bounded on ".
If f 1(θ) and f 2(θ) are additionally continuous on ",
then an estimate similar to (18) also holds for f 1(θ1(s))
and f 2(θ2(s)).

Let us derive an estimate similar to (18) in the case
when f 1(θ) and f 2(θ) have discontinuity points.

Since conditions (7) and (5) hold and a ωp(s) is a
continuous function, we can introduce a set Wk (the
union of sufficiently small neighborhoods of the dis!

continuity points of f p(θp(s)) and f p( (s)), p ∈ {1, 2},
s ∈ [kδ, (k + 1)δ]) such that
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Combining this with the fact that f p(θ) is piecewise
continuous and bounded, we obtain
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By the Jordan test for the uniform convergence of
Fourier series [14], on each of the intervals free of dis!
continuity points, the Fourier series of f 1(θ) and f 2(θ)
converge uniformly. Then there exists a number M =
M(δ) > 0 such that the remainders of the series of f 1(θ)
and f 2(θ) do not exceed δ outside the neighborhoods
of the discontinuity points. A similar assertion holds for
ϕ(θ). Then the boundedness of f 1(θ) and f 2(θ) implies
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Using the formulas for the product of sines and cosines
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Define 

µ 4;(s) = ~ ((a:aJ + b:bJ)cos(i0!(s) -j0~(s)) 

+ (a:bJ- b:aJ)sin(i0!(s)-j0i (s))) 

+ ~((b: bJ-a:aJ)cos(i0!(s) + j0~(s)) 

+ (a:bJ + b:aJ)sin(i0!(s) + j0;(s)) ). (24) 
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It follows from (7) that 
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Taking into account (26), (7), and (2), we obtain the 
estimate 
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Now we consider the term containing cos(i0! (s) + 
j0; (s)) in µ1,;(s). According to (7), ico1(ko) + jco2(ko) ~ 
(i + l)R . Then it fo llows from (26) that 
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(29) 
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Since the series ""£,""£,-.. -.1-. converges, we see that 
/:If:, 11(1+1) 

expression (29) is 0(02). An equality similar to (29) 

holds for the term sin(i0! (s) + j0~ (s)). 

Thus, we find from (25) that 
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Note that the terms with indices i = j in (30) sum to 

cp(0! (s) - 0i (s)) up to O(o). 

Consider the terms with i <j containing cos (simi
lar relations hold fo r terms involving sin with indices 
i > 1)- l n an analogous manner to (28), we have 

M 1-1 I 2 I 2 
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The convergence of the series 
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L L ij(i1- j) (32) 
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implies that (3 1) is 0(02). 

Taking into account the last argument yields 

g(t)- G(t) = O(o) , (33) 

as required. 

Let us give examples of computing the characteris
tic of a phase detector (multiplier) with the use of for
mula (9) for basic types of signals, namely, sinusoidal 
and impulsive. 

CoroUary 1. 
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Corollary 2.

(35)

It is well known [14] that the resulting characteris!
tic ϕ(·) coincides with the function plotted in Fig. 3.

Corollary 3.
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Abstract: Problems of rigorous mathematical analysis of PLL are discussed. An analytical method for phase detec-
tor characteristics computation is suggested and new classes of phase detector characteristics are computed.
Effective methods for nonlinear analysis of PLL are discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Phase-locked loop (PLL) systems were invented in
the 1930s-1940s (De Bellescize, 1932; Wendt & Fre-
dentall, 1943) and were widely used in radio and tele-
vision (demodulation and recovery, synchronization
and frequency synthesis). Nowadays PLL can be pro-
duced in the form of single integrated circuit and var-
ious modifications of PLL are used in a great amount
of modern electronic applications (radio, telecommu-
nications, computers, and others).
At present there are several types of PLL (classi-

cal PLL, ADPLL, DPLL, and others), intended for the
operation with different types of signals (sinusoidal,
impulse, and so on). In addition, it is also used differ-
ent realizations of PLL, which are distinct from each
other according to the principles of operation and re-
alization of main blocks.
For the sake of convenience of description, in

PLL the following main functional blocks are consid-
ered: phase detector (PD), low-pass filter (LPF), and
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). Note that such a
partition into functional blocks often turns out to be
conditional, since in many cases in particular physi-
cal realization it is impossible to point out the strict
boundaries between these blocks. However these
blocks can be found in each PLL.
The general PLL operation consists in the genera-

tion of an electrical signal (voltage), a phase of which
is automatically tuned to the phase of input (refer-
ence) signal, i.e. PLL eliminates misphasing (clock
skew) between two signals. For this purpose the refe-

rence signal and the tunable signal of voltage-
controlled oscillator are passed through a special non-
linear element — phase detector (PD). The phase
detector produces an error correction signal, corre-
sponding to phase difference of two input signals. For
the discrimination of error correction signal, a signal
at the output of phase detector is passed through low-
pass filter (LPF). The error correction signal, obtained
at the output of filter, is used for the frequency con-
trol of tunable oscillator, the output of which enters a
phase detector, providing thus negative feedback.
The most important performance measure of PLL

is the capture range (i.e. a maximal mistuning range
of VCO, in which a closed contour of PLL stabilizes
a frequency of VCO) and a locking speed (speed of
frequency adjustment).
Thus, when designing PLL systems, an important

task is to determine characteristics of system (involv-
ing parameters of main blocks) providing required
characteristics of operation of PLL.
To solve this problem, it is used real experiments

with concrete realization of PLL as well as the ana-
lytical and numerical methods of analysis of mathe-
matical models of PLL. These tools are used for the
obtaining of stability of required operating modes, the
estimates of attraction domain of such modes, and the
time estimates of transient processes.
Remark, however, that for the strict mathematical

analysis of PLL it should be taken into account the
fact that the above principles of operation of PLL re-
sult in the substantial requirements:

X construction of adequate nonlinear mathemat-
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ical models (since PLL contains nonlinear elements) 
in signal space and phase-frequency space 

and 
./ justification of the passage between these mod

els (since PLL translates the problem from signal re
sponse to phase response and back again) . 

Despite this, as noted by well-known PLL ex
pert Da1my Abramovitch in his keynote talk at Amer
ican Control Conference ACC'2002 (Abramovitch, 
2002), the main tendency in a modern literature (see, 
e .g., (Egan, 2000; Best, 2003; Kroupa, 2003; Razavi , 
2003)) on analysis of stability and design of PLL is 
the use of simplified linearized models and the ap
plication of the methods of linear analysis , a mle of 
thumb, and simulation. 

However it is known that the application of lin
earization methods and linear analysis for control 
systems can lead to untn1e results (e.g., Perron ef
fects of Lyapunov exponent sign inversion (Leonov 
& Kuznetsov , 2007), counterexamples to Aizerman 's 
conjuncture and Kalman's conjuncture on absolute 
stability, harmonic linearization and filter hypothe
sis (Leonov et al., 20102)) and requires special jus
tifications. Also simple numerical analysis can not 
reveal nontrivial regimes (e.g., semi-stable or nested 
limit cycles , hidden oscillations and attractors (Gubar, 
1961; Kuznetsov & Leonov, 2008; Leonov et al., 
20102; Leonov et. al., 20101; Leonov et. al., 2011)). 

2 NONLINEAR MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS OF PLL 

Various methods for analysis of phase-locked loops 
are well developed by engineers and considered in 
many publications (see, e .g., (Viterbi, 1966; Gardner, 
1966; Lindsey, 1972; Shakhgildyan & Lyakhovkin, 
1972)), but the problems of construction of adequate 
nonlinear models and nonlinear analysis of such mod
els are still far from being resolved turn out to be dif
ficult. and require to use special methods of quali
tative theory of differential, difference, integral , and 
integro-differential equations (Leonov et al., 1996; 
Suarez & Quere, 2003; Margaris, 2004; Leonov, 
2006; Kudrewicz & Wasowicz, 2007; Leonov et al., 
2009). 

In the present paper some approaches to the non
linear analysis of PLL are described. Nonlinear math
ematical models of high-frequency oscillations are 
presented. 

To constn1ct an adequate nonlinear mathematical 
model of PLL in phase space it is necessary to find the 
characteristic of phase detector. The inputs of PD are 
high-frequency signals of reference and tunable os-

cillators and the output contains a low-frequency er
ror correction signal , corresponding to a phase differ
ence of input signals. For the suppression of high
frequency component of the output of PD (if such 
component exists) the low-pass filters are applied. 
The dependence of the signal at the output of PD 
(in phase space) on phase difference of signals at the 
input of PD is the characteristic of PD. This char
acteristic depends on the realization of PD and the 
types of signals at the input. Characteristics of the 
phase detector for standard types of signal are well
known to engineers (Viterbi, 1966; Shakhgildyan & 
Lyakhovkin, 1972; Abramovitch, 2002). 

Further, on the examples of classical PLL with 
a phase detector in the form of multiplier, we con
sider general principles of computing phase detector 
characteristics for different types of signals based on 
a rigorous mathematical analysis of high-frequency 
oscillations (Leonov & Seledzhi , 200Sa; Leonov, 
2008; Kuznetsov et al., 2008; Kuznetsov et al., 20091; 
Kuznetsov et al., 20092; Leonov et al., 20103) . 

2-1 Description of Classical PLL in the 
Signal Space 

Consider classical PLL at the level of electronic real
ization (Fig. 1) 

Figure 1: Block diagram of PLL at the level of electronic 
realization. 

Here OSCmaster is a master oscillator, OSCslave is 
a slave (tunable voltage-controlled) oscillator, which 
generates oscillations fj (t) with high-frequencies 
O>j(t ). 

Block® is a multiplier of oscillations of Ji (t) and 
h (t) and the signal fi (t)h (t ) is its output. The re
lation between the input ~(t) and the output o(t) of 
linear filter has the form 

I 

o(t) = a.o(t ) + J y(t --r,)~('t) d-r, . (1) 

0 

Here y(t) is an impulse transient function of filter, 
ao(t) is an exponentially damped function, depend
ing on the initial data of filter at moment t = 0 . 

In the simplest ideal case , when 

fI = sin(oo1) ,/2 = cos(ooi) 
f!/2 = (sin(oo1 +002) + sin(oo1-002)]/2, 
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standard engineering assumption is that the filter re
moves the upper sideband with frequency from the 
input but leaves the lower sideband without change. 
Thus it is assumed that the filter output is 

~sin( COJ - 0>2). 

Here to avoid these non-rigorous arguments we 
consider mathematical properties of high-frequency 
oscillations. 

2.2 Computation of Phase Detector 
Characteristic 

A high-frequency property of signals can be reformu
lated as the following condition. Consider a large 
fixed time interval (0, T], which can be partitioned 
into small intervals of the fonn 

[i:; t +o], i; E [O,TJ, 

where the following relations 

ly(t ) -y(i:) I ::; co, looj(t ) -ooj(i:) I ::;co, 

Vt E (i:,i: + o], Vi; E (O,TJ, 

loo1(i:) -002(i:) I SC1 , Vi:E (O,T], 
ooj (t) 2: R, Vt E [O, T] 

are satisfied . 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

We shall assume that 0 is small enough relative to 
the fixed numbers T ,C,C1 and R is sufficiently large 
relative to the number o : R- 1 = 0 ( o2) . 

The latter means that on small intervals [i:, i; + o] 
the functions y(t) and O>j (t) are "almost constant" 
and the functions fj (t) on them are rapidly oscillat
ing. Obviously, such a condition occurs for high
frequency oscillations. 

Consider now harmonic oscillations 

fj (t) =Aj sin(ooj (t )t+'ljlj), j= 1,2 , (5) 

where Aj and 'ljlj are certain numbers, O>j(t ) are dif
ferentiable functions. 

Consider two block diagrams shown in Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3 . 

flt) f,(1¥,(t)~ g(!) 
~ 

t) 

Figure 2: Multiplier and filter. 

In Fig. 3 6j (t) = O>j(t)t +'ljlj are phases of oscil
lations fj ( t), PD is a nonlinear block with the charac
teristic <p(0) . The phases 6j (t ) are the inputs of PD 
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----~~-~ 

r 8,(t) 

Figure 3: Phase detector and filter. 

block and the output is the function <p (61 (t) - 02(t )) . 
A shape of phase detector characteristic is based on a 
shape of input signals. 

Thesignalsfi (t )/2(t) and<p(61(t) -62(t)) are in
puts of the same filters with the same impulse tran
sient function y(t) . The filter outputs are the functions 
g(t ) and G(t ) , respectively. 

A classical PLL synthesis for the sinusoidal sig
nals is based on the following result (Viterbi , 1966): 

If conditions (2H4) are satisfied and 

then for the same initial data of filter, the following 
relation 

IG (t ) -g(t ) I SC20, VtE [O,T] 

is satisfied. Here C2 is a certain number being inde
pendent of 0. 

But what could be done for other types of signal? 
Consider now signals in the following form of 

Fourier series 

f1 (t ) = i~ a;sin(i61(t)) , h (t ) = j~ bj sin(j62(t)), 

(6) 
where 

Gk = 0 G), bk= 0 G), k= 1,2, .... 

Let functions Ji (t) and h (t) are integrable and 
bounded on each of the intervals of length 0. 

Then the following assertion is valid 

Theor em 1 . If conditions (2 )-( 4) are satisfied and 

then for the same initial states of filter the following 
relation 

IG (t) -g(t) I s C30, Vt E [O,T] (8) 

is valid. 

Proof. Consider a decomposition of the interval (0 , T ] 
into the 0 length time intervals . Then using (2) we 
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obtain 

{k+l)6 

g(t ) -G(t ) = i y(t -ko) J [J1 (e 1(s))f 2 (e2(s)) 

k6 

-<p(01(s) -02{s)) J ds+ O(o). 

(9) 

Because the frequencies are ahnost constant in the 
0-intervals (3) , we could introduce ~(s) 

~(s) = ooP(kO)s + o/' , p E {1,2}. (10) 

L elllllla 1 . Assuming conditions (2H4) the phases 
6P (t ) coukl be replaced with ~ (t) 

{k+ l)6 

J <p(01{s) -02{s)) = 

k6 

{k+ l)6 

J <p(el(s) -ei(s)) ds + O(o), 

k6 

{k+ l)6 

J J1 (e 1(s)) J2 (e2 (s)) = 

k6 

{k+ l)6 

J J1 (el(s))J2 (ei (s))ds + O{o), 
k6 

(11) 

Then, usign Lenuna 1 , equation (9) can be rewrit-
ten 

g(t ) -G(t) = 

~ y(t -kO) J [J1 (el(s))f 2 (ei(s)) 
F-'o [k6,(k+J)t>) (12) 

-<p(el(s) -ei(s)) J ds+ O(o) 

Lemma 2 implies 

g(t) -G(t) = i y{t -J.-0) I [ 
[kt>,{k+l )t>)\ W,,.t 

i~ ji (a} sin (i0l{s)) ) (a} sin (jei(s)) )-
(13) 

-<p(0l(s) - ei(s))] ds + O(o). 

It's obvious, that 

sin (i0l{s)) sin (jei(s)) = 

~ (cos (iel(s) - j0i(s)) - cos (iel(s) + j0i (s)) ) 

(14) 

L emma 3 . Assuming conditions (2 H 4) the follow
ing equations can be obtained 

(k+ l )t> 2 J ~cos(p(Rs+'ljJ) )ds= O(o ) , 
kt> q pq 

(IS) 

Using (13),(4),(14) and Lenuna 3, the theorem 
statement can be obtained 

g(t ) -G(t) = O{o) . (16) 

• This result could be easily extended to the case 
of full Fourier series and allows one to calculate the 
phase detector characteristic in the following standard 
cases of signals (Kuznetsov et al., 2010) . 

Example 1. Two sign signals 

fk (t ) =Aksign sin{0k{t)) = 

= ~ ~ 2n~ I sin{{2n + l )(cok(t )t +'4'k)) , k= 1,2 
n= O 

Lelllllla 2 . For the neighborhoods w,,k of discontinu- A "2 

ity points, there is a number M, such that 

m 

g(t ) - G(t ) = )' y(t - ko) 
F-'o 

J [ (~a} sin (i0l (s)))) 
[kt>,(k+ I )t>)\ W,,.t ' 

Ci a} sin (jel(s)) )- <p(el(s) - ei(s)) J ds+ O(o). 

A "2 

2p; 0 . 

.... +(9 

Figure 4: Phase detector characteristic <p(9) for two sign 
signals. 
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Thus, here phase detector characteristic φ(θ) corre-
sponds to 2π-periodic function

A1A2
✓
1� 2|θ|

π

◆
, for θ 2 (�π,π]. (17)

Example 2. Sin signal and sign signal
f1(t) = A1 sin(θ1(t))
f2(t) = A2sign sin(θ2(t)) =

= 4A2
π

∞
∑
n=0

1
2n+1 sin((2n+1)(ω2(t)t+ψ2))

ϕ(θ1�θ2) = 2A1A2
π cos(θ1�θ2)

Example 3. Triangle wave signals.

A

0 π 2π

Figure 5: Triangle-wave signal.

fk(t) = Ak
∞

∑
i=0

1
(2i�1)2 sin

�
(2i�1)θk(t)

�
(18)

ϕ(θ1�θ2)=A1A2
∞

∑
l=1

1
(2l�1)4 cos

�
(2l�1)(θ1�θ2)

�

(19)

1

 

 

 1

  2  4    1  12  14

 

Figure 6: Phase detector characteristic ϕ(θ) for triangle sig-
nals.

2.3 PLL Equations in Phase-frequency
Space

From Theorem 1 it follows that block-scheme of PLL
in signal space (Fig. 1) can be asymptotically changed

Figure 7: Phase-locked loop with phase detector.

(for high-frequency generators) to a block-scheme at
the level of frequency and phase relations (Fig. 7).
Here PD is a phase detector with corresponding

characteristics. Thus, here on basis of asymptotical
analysis of high-frequency pulse oscillations charac-
teristics of phase detector can be computed.
Characteristic ϕ(θ), computed in Examples 1 and

2, tends to zero if θ = (θ1 � θ2) tends to π/2, so
one can proceed to stability analysis (Leonov, 2006;
Leonov et al., 2009) of differential (or difference)
equations depend on misphasing θ.
Let us make a remark necessary for derivation of

differential equations of PLL.
Consider a quantity

θ̇ j(t) = ω j(t)+ ω̇ j(t)t.

For the well-synthesized PLL such that it possesses
the property of global stability, we have exponential
damping of the quantity ω̇ j(t):

|ω̇ j(t)| Ce�αt .

Here C and α are certain positive numbers indepen-
dent of t. Therefore, the quantity ω̇ j(t)t is, as a rule,
small enough with respect to the number R (see con-
ditions (3)– (4)). From the above we can conclude
that the following approximate relation θ̇ j(t) ⇡ ω j(t)
is valid. In deriving the differential equations of this
PLL, we make use of a block diagram in Fig. 7 and
exact equality

θ̇ j(t) = ω j(t). (20)
Note that, by assumption, the control law of tunable
oscillators is linear:

ω2(t) = ω2(0)+LG(t). (21)

Here ω2(0) is initial frequency of tunable oscillator,
L is a certain number, and G(t) is a control signal,
which is a filter output (Fig. 3). Thus, the equation of
PLL is as follows

θ̇2(t) = ω2(0)+L
✓
α0(t)+

tZ

0

γ(t� τ)ϕ
�
θ1(τ)�θ2(τ)

�
dτ
◆

.

Assuming that the master oscillator is such that
ω1(t) ⌘ ω1(0), we obtain the following relations for
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�
θ1(t)�θ2(t)

�0
+L

✓
α0(t)+

tR

0
γ(t� τ)ϕ

�
θ1(τ)�θ2(τ)

�
dτ
◆

= ω1(0)�ω2(0).
(22)

This is an equation of standard PLL. Note, that if fil-
ter (1) is an integrating filter with the transfer function
(p+α)�1

σ̇+ασ= ϕ(θ)

then for φ(θ) = cos(θ) in place of of equation (22)
from (20) and (21) we have pendulum-like equation
(Leonov & Smirnova, 1996; Leonov et al., 1996)

¨̃θ+α ˙̃θ+Lsin θ̃= α
�
ω1(0)�ω2(0)

�
(23)

with θ̃= θ1�θ2+ π
2 . Thus, if here phases of the input

and output signals mutually shifted by π/2, then the
control signal G(t) equals zero.
Arguing as above, we can conclude that in PLL it

can be used the filters with transfer functions of more
general form K(p) = a+W (p), where a is a certain
number,W (p) is a proper fractional rational function.
In this case in place of equation (22) we have

�
θ1(t)�θ2(t)

�0
+L


aϕ

�
θ1(t)�θ2(t)

�
+α0(t)+

+
tR

0
γ(t� τ)ϕ

�
θ1(τ)�θ2(τ)

�
dτ

�
= ω1(0)�ω2(0).

(24)
In the case when the transfer function of the filter

a+W (p) is non-degenerate, i.e. its numerator and de-
nominator do not have common roots, equation (24)
is equivalent to the following system of differential
equations

ż= Az+ bψ(σ), σ̇= c⇤z+ρψ(σ). (25)

Here σ= θ1�θ2, A is a constant (n⇥n)-matrix, b and
c are constant (n)-vectors, ρ is a number, and ψ(σ) is
2π-periodic function, satisfying the relations:

ρ= �aL, W (p) = L�1c⇤(A� pI)�1b,

ψ(σ) = ϕ(σ)� ω1(0)�ω2(0)
L(a+W(0))

.

The discrete phase-locked loops obey similar
equations

z(t+ 1) = Az(t)+ bψ(σ(t))
σ(t+ 1) = σ(t)+ c⇤z(t)+ρψ(σ(t)),

(26)

where t 2 Z, Z is the set of integers. Equations
(25) and (26) describe the so-called standard PLLs
(Shakhgildyan & Lyakhovkin, 1972).
For analysis of the above mathematical models

of PLL is applied in the theory of phase synchro-
nization, which was developed in the second half of

the last century on the basis of three applied theo-
ries: the theory of synchronous and induction elec-
trical motors, the theory of auto-synchronization of
the unbalanced rotors, and the theory of phase-locked
loops. Modification of direct Lyapunov method with
the construction of periodic Lyapunov-like functions,
the method of positively invariant cone grids, and the
method of nonlocal reduction turned out to be most
effective (Leonov et al., 1996; Leonov, 2006; Leonov
et al., 2009). The last method, which combines the
elements of direct Lyapunov method and bifurcation
theory, allows one to extend the classical results of
F. Tricomi (Tricomi , 1933) and his progenies (Ku-
drewicz & Wasowicz, 2007) to the multidimensional
dynamical systems.

3 CONCLUSIONS

Considered above methods for high-frequency analy-
sis of PLL allow one to construct adequate nonlinear
dynamical model of PLL and to apply special meth-
ods of qualitative theory of differential, difference, in-
tegral, and integro-differential equations for PLL de-
sign.
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Abstract- An effective analytical methods for computation of 
phase detector characteristics arc suggested. For high-frequency 
oscillators new classes of such characteristics are described. 
Approaches to a rigorous nonlinear analysis of PLL are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Various methods for analysis of phase-locked loops are 
well developed by engineers and considered in many publi
cations (see, e.g., [1)-(4]), but the problems of construction 
of adequate nonlinear models and nonlinear analysis of such 
models are still far from being resolved and require using 
special methods of qualitative theory of differential, difference, 
integral, and integro-differential equal.ions [5}-[10). So for a 
strict mathematical analysis of the model should be taken into 
account the fact that the main principles of operation of PLL 
result in the substantial requirements: 

.( construaion of adequaJe nonlinear mathematical models 
in signal space and in phase-frequency space (since main 
purpose of PLL is to eliminate misphasing and PLL contains 
nonlinear elements) and 

.( justification of the passage between these models (since 
PLL translates the problem from signal response to phase 
response and back again). 

Despite this, as noted by D. Abramovitch in his keynote talk 
at American Control Conference (11), the main tendency in a 
modem literatures on analysis of stability and design of PLL 
(12}-[15] is the use of simplified linearized models and the 
application of the methods of linear analysis, a rule of thumb, 
and simulation. 

However it is known that the application of linearization 
methods and linear analysis for control systems can lead to 
untrue results (e.g., Perron effects of Lyapunov exponent sign 
inversion [16], counterexamples to Aizennan's conjuncture 
and Kalman's conjuncture on absolute stability, harmonic 
lineari.zation and filter hypothesis [17]) and requires special 
justifications. Also simple numerical analysis can not reveal 
nontrivial regimes (e.g., semi-stable or nested limit cycles, 
hidden oscillations and attractors [17)-(21 ]). 

In the present work an approach to nonlinear analysis and 
design of PLL is described and its application to classical PLL 
is considered This approach is based on the construction of 
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adequate nonlinear mathematical models and on applying the 
methods of nonlinear analysis of high-frequency oscillations. 

II. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF PLL 

For the analysis of PLL it is necessary to consider the 
models of PLL in signal space and phase space [I], (2), 
(4)). In this case for constructing of an adequate nonlinear 
mathematical model of PLL in phase space it is necessary 
to find the characteristic of phase detector (PD - a nonlinear 
element, used in PLL for matching tunable signals). The inputs 
of PD are high-frequency signals of reference and tunable 
oscillators and the output contains a low-frequency error 
correclion signal, corresponding to a phase difference of input 
signals. For the suppression of high-frequency component of 
the output of PD (if such component exists) the low-pass filter 
can be applied. 1be characteristic of PD is the dependence of 
the signal at the output of PD (in the phase space) on the phase 
difference of signals at the input of PD. This characteristic 
depends on the reali.zation of PD and the types of signals at 
the input. Characteristics of the phase detector for standard 
types of signal are well-known to e ngineers [1), [4], [ll]. 

Further following (22), on the examples of classical PLL 
with a phase detector in the form of multiplier, we consider 
the general principles of computation of phase detector char
acterislics for different types of signals based on a rigorous 
mathemalical analysis of high-frequency oscillations [23)
[27). 

Ill. DESCRIPTION OF THE CLASSICAL PLL IN THE SIGNAL 
SPACE 

Consider the classical PLL on the level of electronic real
ization (Fig. I) 

~~J; 
oscmastecl--•D<:J--+ Filter 

'-----1 osc.1.vc 

Fig, I. Block diagram of PIL on the level of electronic realization. 



Here OSCmaster is a master oscillator, OSCsiave is a slave 
(tunable voltage-controlled) oscillator, which generates os
cillations /j(t) with high-frequencies wj(t) . Block ® is a 
multiplier (used as PD) of oscillations of f 1(t) and h (t) and 
the signal f 1 (t)h (t) is its output. The relation between the 
input ~(t) and the output u (t) of linear filter has the form 

t 

u (t) = ao(t) + j 1(t -T)~(T) dT. (1) 

0 

Here 1(t) is an impulse transient function of filter, a 0 (t) is an 
exponentially damped function, depending on the initial data 
of filter at the moment t = 0. 

A. High-frequency property of signals 

In the simplest ideal case, wben two high-frequency sinu
soidal signals 

Ji = sin(w1) , h = cos(w2) , 
fih = [sin(w1 + w2) + sin(w1 - w2)]/2, 

are considered, standard engineering assumption is that the 
low-pass filter has to remove the upper sideband with fre
quency from the input but leaves the lower sideband without 
change. Thus it is assumed that the filter output is ! sin(w1 -
w2) . 

But how to prove this assumption in the general case of 
signals? 

Here to avoid the above non-rigorous arguments we consider 
mathematical properties of high-frequency oscillations. 

Suppose that f 1(8), f 2 (8) - bounded 27r-periodic piece
wise differentiable functions. Then, Fourier series, correspond
ing to the functions f 1(8) and f 2 (8), converge to the function 
values at points of continuity and to half the sum of left and 
right limits at the discontinuity points. 

Further, since in Lt_"·"l functions that differ in a finite 
number of points are equivalent, we consider f 1(8) and f 2(8) 
with the above values at the points of discontinuity, i.e., 

00 

f 1(8) = c1 + L (a: sin(i()) +bf cos(i8)), 
i=l 
00 

(2) 

f 2 (8) = c2 + L (a; sin(i8) + b; cos(i8)), 
i=l 

7f " 
af =; j f P(x)sin(ix) dx, bf =; j f P(x) cos(ix)dx, 

- 1' -1' 

" 
cP =; J jP(x) dx, p E {1, 2}, i E N. 

-1' 

According to the properties of Fourier coefficients for 
piecewise differentiable functions the following estimates 

af = 0 G) , bf = 0 ( ~) , p E {I , 2}. (3) 

are valid. 

A high-frequency property of signals can be reformulated 
as the following condition. Consider a large fixed time interval 
[O, T], which can be partitioned into small intervals of the form 

[T, T + o], T E [O, T J, 

where the following relations 

l1(t) - 1(T) I ~Co, lwj(t) - wj(T)I ~Co, 

VtE [T,T+ oJ, VT E [D,T J, 

are satisfied. 

lw1(T) - w2(T) I S C1 , VT E [O,T J, 

wj(t) 2'.: R , Vt E (O,T J 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

We shall assume that o is small enough relative to the fixed 
numbers T , C, Ci and R is sufficiently large relative to the 
number o : R-1 = 0 (02). 

The latter means that on small intervals (T, T + o] the 
functions 1(t) and Wj(t) are almost constant and the functions 
f j(t) on them are rapidly oscillating. Obviously, such a 
condition occurs for high-frequency oscillations. 

IV. PHASE- DETECTOR CHARACTERISTIC COMPUTATION 

Consider two block diagrams On Fig. 2 ()j(t) = wj(t)t+'lf;j 

fi(t) f,(ljf,(t)~ g(9 
~ 

fi(t) 

8i{t) cp(0,4),)~ G(~ 
--->ffil-.~ 

i 8,(t) 

Fig. 2. Multiplier and filter. Phase delector and filter. 

are phases of the oscillations fj ( t), PD is a nonlinear block 
with the characteristic cp(8). The phases ()j(t) are the inputs of 
PD block and the output is the function cp(81(t) - 82(t)). The 
shape of the phase detector characteristic is based on the shape 
of input signals. The signals fi (t) h (t) and cp(81 (t) - 82(t)) 
are inputs of the same filters with the same impulse transient 
function 1(t) . The filter outputs are the functions g(t) and 
G(t) , respectively. 

Then, using the approaches outlined in [22) the following 
result can be proved 



Theorem 1: If conditions (4)--(6) of high-frequency of sig
nals are satisfied and 

cp(()) = c1c2+ 

+ ~ ~~af at+ bfbt) cos(l8) + (af bt - bf at) sin(l()v . 

(7) 
then for the same initial states of filter the following relation 

IG(t) - g(t)I ~ C28, Vt E [O, T] (8) 

is valid. 
The proof of lemmas is olnitted here hecause of its cumber

some. The correctness of this result is confirmed by obtaining 
as a corollary to well-known formulas for the typical signals. 

V. EXAMPLE OF PHASE DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

COMPUTATION 

/ 1•2 (8) = sin(8) cp(8) = ~cos(()) 

J1·2 (8) =sign (sin(8)) 
00 

cp(8) = !-z I: 
n=l 

(2n:l)2 cos ({2n - 1)8) 

00 

cp( 8) = ;~ I: 
n=l 

(2n:l) 2 cos ( {2n - 1 )8) (2n:l)• cos ({2n - 1)8) 

cp(8) = i+ 
00 00 

~I: ~sin(n8) 
n=l 

2!2 I: ~2 cos ( n8) 
n=l 
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VI. PLL EQUATIONS IN PHASE-FREQUENCY SPACE 

From Theorem 1 it follows that block-scheme of PLL 
in signal space (Fig. 1) can be asymptotically changed (for 
high-frequency generators) to a block-scheme on the level of 
frequency and phase relations (Fig. 3). 

Filter 

B/t) 
~---I oscslave 

Fig. 3. Phase-locked loop with phase detector 

Here PD is a phase detector with corresponding character
istics. Thus, here on basis of asymptotical analysis of high
frequency pulse oscillations a characteristics of phase detector 
can be computed. 

Let us make a remark necessary for derivation of differential 
equations of PLL. 

Consider a quantity 

Oj(t) = Wj(t) + Wj(t)t. 

For the well-synthesized PLL such that it possesses the prop
erty of global stability, we have exponential damping of the 
quantity wi(t) : 

lwj{t)I ~ ce-at. 

Here C and a are certain positive numbers being independent 
of t . Therefore, the quantity wi ( t)t is, as a rule, sufficiently 
small with respect to the number R (see conditions (4}
(6)). From the above we can conclude that the following 
approximate relation Oi(t) ~ wi(t) is valid In deriving the 
differential equations of this PLL, we make use of a block 
diagram in Fig. 3 and exact equality 

(9) 

Note that, by assumption, the control law of tunable oscillators 
is linear: 

( IO) 

Here w2{0) is the initial frequency of tunable oscillator, L is a 
certain number, and G(t) is a control signal, which is a filter 
output (Fig. 2). Thus, the equation of PLL is as follows 

t 

02(t) = w2{0) + L ( ao(t) + J 1(t -'T )cp( 81 ('T) - 82(r) )dT). 
0 

Assulning that the master oscillator is such that w1 ( t) = w1 ( 0), 
we obtain the following relations for PLL 

(81(t)-82(t)) ' +£( ao(t) +j,(t -T)cp(81(T)-82(T)) dT) 

= W1 (0) - W2(0). 
(11) 



This is an equation of standard PLL.
Characteristic '(✓), computed in examples 1 and 2, tends

to zero if ✓ = (✓1 � ✓2) tends to ⇡/2, so one can proceed to
stability analysis [8], [10], [28] of differential (or difference)
equations depend on the misphasing ✓.
Note, that if the filter (1) is integrated with the transfer

function (p+↵)�1

�̇ + ↵� = '(✓)

then for �(✓) = cos(✓) instead of equation (11) from (9) and
(10) we have the following pendulum-like equation [5], [29]

¨̃
✓ + ↵

˙̃
✓ + L sin ✓̃ = ↵

�
!1(0) � !2(0)

�
(12)

with ✓̃ = ✓1 � ✓2 + ⇡
2 . So, if here phases of the input and

output signals mutually shifted by ⇡/2 then the control signal
G(t) equals zero.
In the case when the transfer function of the filter W (p) is

non-degenerate (its numerator and denominator do not have
common roots) equation (11) is equivalent to the following
system of differential equations

ż = Az + b (�), �̇ = c
⇤
z. (13)

Here � = ✓1 � ✓2, A is a constant (n ⇥ n)-matrix, b and
c are constant (n)-vectors, and  (�) is 2⇡-periodic function,
satisfying the relations:

� = �aL, W (p) = L
�1

c
⇤(A � pI)�1

b,

 (�) = '(�) � !1(0) � !2(0)

LW (0)
.

The discrete phase-locked loops obey similar equations

z(t + 1) = Az(t) + b (�(t))

�(t + 1) = �(t) + c
⇤
z(t),

(14)

where t 2 Z, Z is a set of integers. Equations (13) and (14)
describe the so-called standard PLLs [4].
For analysis of the above mathematical models PLL is

applied in the theory of phase synchronization, which was
developed in the second half of the last century on the
basis of three applied theories: theory of synchronous and
induction electrical motors, theory of auto-synchronization of
the unbalanced rotors, theory of phase-locked loops. Modifi-
cation of direct Lyapunov method with the construction of
periodic Lyapunov-like functions, the method of positively
invariant cone grids, and the method of nonlocal reduction
turned out to be most effective [5], [8], [10]. The last method,
which combines the elements of direct Lyapunov method and
bifurcation theory, allows one to extend the classical results
of F. Tricomi [30] and his progenies to the multidimensional
dynamical systems [5], [9].
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Abstract: New method for the rigorous mathematical nonlinear analysis of PLL systems is
suggested. This method allows to calculate the characteristics of phase detectors and carry out
a rigorous mathematical analysis of transient process and stability of the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Phase-locked loop (PLL) systems were invented in the
1930s-1940s [De Bellescize (1932); Wendt & Fredentall
(1943)] and were widely used in radio and television (de-
modulation and recovery, synchronization and frequency
synthesis). Nowadays PLL can be produced in the form
of single integrated circuit and various modifications of
PLL are used in a great amount of modern electronic
applications (radio, telecommunications, computers and
others).

At present there are several types of PLL (classical PLL,
ADPLL, DPLL, and others), intended for the operation
with di↵erent types of signals (sinusoidal, impulse and so
on). In addition it is also used di↵erent realizations of
PLL, which are distinct from each other according to the
principles of operation and realization of main blocks.

For the sake of convenience of description, the following
main functional blocks are considered in PLL: Phase detec-
tor (PD), Low-Pass Filter (LPF), and Voltage-Controlled
Oscillator (VCO). Note that such a partition into func-
tional blocks often turns out conditional, since in many
cases in particular physical realization it is impossible
to point out the strict boundaries between these blocks.
However these blocks can be found in each PLL.

The general PLL operation consists in the generation of
an electrical signal (voltage), a phase of which is auto-
matically tuned to the phase of input “reference” signal,
i.e. PLL eliminates misphasing (clock skew) between two
signals. For this purpose the reference signal of reference
oscillator and the tunable signal of voltage-controlled os-
cillator enter a phase detector. The phase detector is a
nonlinear element permitting one to obtain an error cor-
rection signal, corresponding to phase di↵erence of two
input signals. For the discrimination of error correction

? The work was done in the framework of the Federal program
“Scientific and Scientific-Pedagogical Cadres of Innovative Russia”
for the 2009–2013 years.

element, a signal at the output of phase detector is passed
through low-pass filter (LPF). The error correction signal,
obtained at the output of filter, is used for the frequency
control of tunable oscillator, the output of which enters a
phase detector, providing thus negative feedback.

The most important performance measure (characteris-
tics) of PLL is the capture range i.e. a maximal mistuning
range of VCO, in which a closed contour of PLL stabilizes a
frequency of VCO, and a speed of locking under frequency
jumping.

Thus, when designing PLL systems, an important task is
to determine characteristics of system (involving parame-
ters of main blocks) providing required characteristics of
operation of PLL.

To solve this problem, it is used real experiments with
concrete realization of PLL as well as the analytical and
numerical methods of analysis of mathematical models of
PLL. These tools are used for the obtaining of stability
of required operating modes, the estimates of domain
of attraction of such modes, and the time estimates of
transient processes.

Remark, however, that for the strict mathematical analysis
of PLL it should be taken into account the fact that
the above principles of operation of PLL result in the
substantial requirement:

construction of adequate nonlinear mathematical
models in signal space and in phase-frequency space
(since PLL contains nonlinear elements) and justifi-
cation of the passage between these models (since PLL
translates the problem from signal response to phase
response and back again)

Despite this, as noted by Danny Abramovitch in his
keynote talk [Abramovitch (2002)], the main tendency in
a modern literature on analysis of stability and design of
PLL is the use of simplified “linearized” models and the ap-
plication of the methods of linear analysis, a rule of thumb,
and simulation [Egan (2000); Best (2003); Kroupa (2003);
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R azavi (2003)). However it is well-known t hat the applica
tion of linearization methods and linear analysis for control 
systems can come to untrue results (e.g., P erron effects of 
Lyapunov exponent sign inversion [Leonov & K uznetsov 
(2007)), Aizerman's conjuncture and Kalman's conjunc
ture in absolute stability problem, harmonic linearization 
and filter hypothesis (Leonov et al. (2010))) and requires 
special justifications. 

2. MATHEMATICAL METHODS OF NONLINEAR 
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF P LL 

Various methods for analysis of phase-locked loops are 
well developed by engineers and considered in many 
publications (see, e.g., Viterbi {1966); Gardner (1966); 
Lindsey (1972); Shakhgildyan & Lyakhovkin (1972)), but 
the problems of construction of adequate nonlinear models 
and nonlinear analysis of such models are still far from be
ing resolved and require using special methods of qualita
tive theory of differential, difference, integral, and integro
d ifferential equations (Gelig et al. (1978); Leonov et al. 
{1992, 1996); Suarez & Quere (2003); Margaris (2004); 
Leonov {2006); K udrewicz & Wasowicz (2007); Kuznetsov 
{2008); Leonov et al. (2009)) . 

In t he present work, on the examples of classical P LL, it is 
described the approaches to nonlinear analysis and design 
of PLL, which are based on the construction of adequate 
nonlinear mathematical models and applying the methods 
of nonlinear analysis of high-frequency oscillations. 

For the analysis of P LL it is usually considered the models 
of PLL in signal space and phase space (Viterbi (1966); 
Gardner (1966); Shakhgildyan & Lyakhovkin (1972))). In 
this case for constructing of an adequate nonlinear math
ematical model of PLL in phase space it is necessary to 
find t he characteristic of phase detector (i.e. a nonlin
ear element , used in PLL for matching tunable signals). 
The inputs of P D are high-frequency signals of refer
ence and tunable oscillators and the output contains a 
low-frequency error correction signal, corresponding to a 
phase d ifference of input signals. For the sup pression of 
high-frequency component of the output of P D (if such 
component exists) the low-pass filters are applied. T he 
characteristic of P D is t he dependence of t he signal at t he 
output of P D (in the phase space) on the phase difference 
of signals at t he input of P D. This characteristic depends 
on the realization of PD and the types of signals at t he 
input. Characteristics of the phase detector for standard 
types of signal are well-known to engineers (Viterbi (1966); 
Shakhgildyan & Lyakhovkin (1972); Abramovitch (2002)). 

Further following [Leonov (2008)), on the examples of clas
sical PLL with a phase detector in t he form of multiplier , 
we consider the general principles of calculating of phase 
detector characteristics for different types of signals based 
on a rigorous mathematical analysis of high-frequency os
cillations [Leonov & Seledzhi (2005a,b ); Kuznetsov et al. 
{2008, 2009a,b ); Kudryashova et al . (2010); Kuznetsov et al. 
{2010); Leonov et al. (2010)). 

2.1 Description of the classical PLL in the signal space 

Consider t he classical PLL on the level of electronic 
realization (Fig. 1) 

Filter 

fz 
~---1 OSC,Jave 

F ig. 1. Block diagram of PLL on the level of electronic 
realization. 

Here OSCmaster is a master oscillator, OSCslave is a slave 
(tunable voltage-controlled) oscillator, which generates 
oscillations fj(t) with high-frequencies wi(t). 

Block ® is a multiplier of oscillations of f1(t) and h(t) 
and the signal f 1(t)h(t) is its output . T he relation be
tween the input e(t) and the output u(t) of linear filter 
has the form 

t 

u(t) = ao(t) + j 1(t -T)e(T) dT. (1) 
0 

Here 1(t) is an impulse transient function of filter , ao(t) 
is an exponentially damped function , depending on the 
initial data of filter at the moment t = 0. 

In t he simplest "ideal" case, when 

Ii = sin(w1 ), h = cos(w2) 
f i h = (sin(w1 + w1) + sin(w1 - w1J/2, 

standard engineering assumption is that the filter removes 
the upper sideband with frequency w1 ( t) + W2 ( t) from 
the input but leaves the lower sideband w1(t) - w2(t) 
without change. Here to avoid t his "tr ick" we consider 
mathematical properties of high-frequency oscillations. 

A high-frequency property of signals can be reformulated 
as t he following condition. Consider a large fixed t ime 
interval (0, T] , which can be partitioned into small intervals 
of the form 

(T, T +6] , TE (0,T), 
where the following relations 

l1(t) - /(T)I S C6, lwi(t) - wi(T)I S C6, 
VtE (T,T+6), VTE (O,T ). 

lw1(T) - w2(T) I S C1, VT E (0, T), 
w;(t) ~ R , Vt E (O,TJ 

are satisfied. 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

We shall assume that 6 is small enough relative to the fixed 
numbers T, C, Ci and R is sufficiently large relative to the 
number 6 : R-1 = 0(62) . 

The latter means that on small intervals [T, T + 6] t he 
funct ions l'(t) and Wj(t) are "almost constant" and t he 
functions /;(t) on them are rapidly oscillating. Obviously, 
such a condit ion occurs for high-frequency oscillations. 

2.2 Calculation of phase detector characteristic for sinusoidal 
signals 

Consider now harmonic oscillations 
fj(t) = A;sin(wi(t)t+¢i), j = l , 2, (5) 

where Ai and ¢i are certain numbers, Wj(t) are differen
tiable functions. 

Consider two block diagrams shown in F ig. 2 and Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2. Multiplier and filter. 
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Fig. 3. Phase detector and filter. 

On Fig. 3 8;(t) = w;(t)t + 'l/Ji a.re phases of the oscillations 
fi(t), PD is a nonlinear block with the characteristic 
<p(8) (being called a phase detector or discriminator). The 
phases 8;(t) are the inputs of PD block and the output 
is the function <p(81(t) - 82(t)). The shape of the phase 
detector characteristic is based on the shape of input 
signals. 

The signals fi(t)h(t) and <p(81(t) - 82(t)) are inputs of 
the same filters with the same impulse transient function 
1(t). The filter outputs are the functions g(t) and G(t) , 
respectively. 

A classical PLL synthesis for the sinusoidal signals is based 
on the following result: 

Theorem 1. (Viterbi, 1966) If conditions (2)--(4) are satis
fied and we have 

1 
<p(B) = 2A1A2 cos 8, 

then for the same initial data of filter, the following relation 

IG(t) - g(t)I ~ C28, Vt E [O, T ] 
is satisfied. Here C2 is a certain number being independent 
of 8. 

2.3 Mixe.d signal 

Consider one sinusoidal signal and one impulse signal 

/1(t) = Ai sin(w1(t)t + '1/J1) (6) 
h(t) = A2 signsin(w2(t)t + 'l/J2) (7) 

Theorem 2. If conditions (2)--(4) a.re satisfied and we have 
2A1A2 

<p(81 - 82) = --cos(81 - 82) (8) 
1f 

then for the same initial data of filter, the following relation 

IG(t) - g(t) I ~ Cs8, Vt E [O, T] (9) 
is satisfied. Here Cs is a certain number being independent 
of 8. 

2.4 Impulse signals 

Consider impulse signals 

fj(t) = Ai signsin(wi(t)t + ,,Pi)· (10) 

Theorem 3. If conditions (2)--(4) a.re satisfied and we have 

<p(8) = A1A2 (1 - 2~1 ), 8 E [-7r,7r], (11) 

then for the same initial data of filter, the following relation 

IG(t) - g(t)I ~ C40, Vt E [O, T] 
is satisfied. Here C4 is a certain number being independent 
of 8. 

Proof. 

Consider a differentiable 27r-peliodic function g(x), having 
two and only two extremums on [O, 27r] : g- < g+, and the 
following properties. 

For any number a E (g - , g+) there exist two and only two 
roots of the equation g(x) =-a: 

0 < .81(0-) < f32(a) < 21f. 

Consider the function 

F(a) = 1 _ .B2(a) - f31(a) 
1f 

(12) 

if g(x) < - a on (.81(a),/32(a)) and the function 

F(a) = - ( 1 - f32(a) ~ .81(0-)) 

if g(x) > - a on (.81(a),/32(a)). 

Suppose, a < b, w is sufficiently large relative to the 
numbers a, b, a, 1f. 

Then from (12) we have 
b 

j sign[a + g(wt)]dt = F(a)(b - a) + O(~). 
a 

It is readily seen that 
t 

g(t) - ao(t) = j 1(t - s)A1A2sign[cos((w1(s)

o 
- W2(s) )s + '1/J1 - 'l/J2) - cos( (w1 (s) + w2( s) )s+ 
+ '1/J1 + ~)]ds = 

[ 

(k+l )o 

=A1A2~1(t - ko) [ sign[cos((w1(k8) -

(13) 

- W2(k8))k8 + ,,P1 - '1/J2) - cos((w1(k8) + W2(ko))s+ 

+ '1/J1 + ~)]ds + 0(82) ] , t E [O,T). 

Here the number m is such that 

t E [mo, (m + l)o]. 

By (13) this implies the estimate 

g(t) = ao(t) + A1A2 (~ 1(t - k8)<p(81(k8) 

- 82(k8))8) + 0(8) = G(t) + 0(8). 

This relation proves the assertion of Theorem 3. 

Theorems 1 and 2 can be proved in a similar way. 

2.5 Description of PLL in phase-frequency space 

From Theorem 1, 2, and 3 it follows that block-scheme of 
PLL in signal space (Fig. 1) can be asymptotically changed 
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Fig. 4. Phase-locked loop with phase detector

(for high-frequency generators) to a block-scheme on the
level of frequency and phase relations (Fig. 4)

Here PD is a phase detector with corresponding charac-
teristics. Thus, here on basis of asymptotical analysis of
high-frequency pulse oscillations a characteristics of phase
detector can be computed.

Characteristic '(✓), computed here, tends to zero if ✓ =
(✓1 � ✓2) tend to ⇡/2, so one can proceed to stability
analysis [Leonov (2006); Kuznetsov (2008); Leonov et al.
(2009)] of di↵erential (or di↵erence) equations depend on
the misphasing ✓.

Finally it may be remarked that for modern processors
a transient process time in PLL is less than 10 sec.
and a frequency of clock oscillators attains 10Ghz. Given
� = 10�4 (i.e. partitioning each second into thousand time
intervals), we obtain an expedient condition

!
�1 = 10�10 = 10�2(�2) = O(�2).

for the proposed here asymptotical computation of phase
detectors characteristics.
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